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An attempt is made to judge the value
of the Gaussian series for the Earth's
magnetism. The computation employed to
do chis uses the method of the least
and greatest coefficients. The number
of unknowns which had to be calculated
from the individual groups was at most
only four. All symbols of Gauss have
been retained.
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I. ON THE DETERMINATION OF THE COEFFICIENTS (F THE GAUSSIAN
GENERAL THEORY OF THE EARTH'S MAGNETISM FOR THE YEAR 1885
AND ABOUT THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE THREE EARTH-MAGNETIC ELENM,1' . 	 */1
Almost six decades have now passed since Gauss published his
treatise "The General Theory of the Earth's Magnetism" in 1833 in
"The Results from the Observations of the Magnetic Society"' ) . Soon
thereafter, in 1840, the well known "Atlas of the Earth's Magnetism"
by Gauss and Weber appeared which was calculated on the basis of the
theory. From the then available observations, Gauss had calculated
only the first 24 coefficients which are contained in P', P", P " '
and Pi v . Moreover, this seems ,justified if we consider the defi-
ciency of the magnetic measurements of the Earth available to him.
Unfortunately, later calculators of the Gaussian formulas--Erman and
Petersen 2) , Petersen and Neumayer3) and Quintus Teilius--have remained
with this limited number of coefficients, 24, although they represent
the observations only very roughly. The causes of these mistakes are
certainly the following. In the first place, Gauss himself (GWV, pp.
146-1.48) overemphasized the difficulty of calculating the coefficients
g, h of his theory from the observations; then he only hinted at the
only useful, practical method (loc. sit.) which he recommended, but
did not put it in a form suitable for calculation. This method was
carried out to a limited extent by Erman and Petersen and apparently
by the other scholars named, but not very successfully. Finally,
1 Reprinted again in 1867 in the fifth volume of Gauss's works, pp
121-193. In the sequel, I shall designate this work by GWV".
2)
"The Foundations of the Gaussian Theory and the Phenomena of the
Earth's Magnetism in 1820", by A. Erman and H. Petersen, published
by the Imperial Admiralty, Berlin, 1874.
3) "Atlas of the Earth's Magnetism", by Dr. George Neumayer. Intro-
duction pp 18-20, in "Berghaus Physical Atlas IV", Gotha, Justus
Perthes, 1891.




4) The theoretical works of
tioned by Dr. Neumayer o
to me: I have only read
lations seem not to have
perceptible.
Dr. A. Schmidt (Gotha) which are men-
z page 20 are unfortunately not availabl-
some hints concerning them. His calc ­
extended beyond PV whereas PVI is still
Gauss and Webs have misled the later calculators of the theory
through a remark which is on page 32 of their Atlas of the Earth's
Magnetism. This remark reads: "As regards the comparison of the
theory and experience through the entry of individual observations
in our charts and graphic representation of the differences, these	 /2
would of course not be without interest, but would be useful only if
the observations were numerous enough, reliable and nearly simulta-
neous so that this comparison could be the basis of a corrective cal-
culation. For this purpose, it is not necessary that these observa-
tions originate in the year 1830, for which the magnetic state of the
Earth is determined in the present charts. No such observations
exist from this time. But certain observations can only be made in
the future. Nevertheless, their comparison with the theory through
entry into our charts and graphical representations of the differences
can serve as the basis for a corrective calculation. To be sure,
this will not determine better the magnetic state of the Earth for
the past epoch, but it will determine the state for the new epoch
with an exactitude which far surpasses the present precision. Thus,
it is hoped that such a more complete and more reliable system of
simultaneous observations will soon be carried out and that the here
indicated use will soon be made of it".
e
9
Dr. Neumayer quotes the above words of Gauss and Weber on page
9 of his Atlas 4) and he believes he attains his goal, i.e., greater
agreement between theory and observations by means of an extension of
the theory developed by Gauss, and entry of the differences between
the incompletely calculated Gaussian series (only 24 coefficients)
and observation. (e.g., Neumayer's Atlas, text page 20).
However, it is clear that if only 24 coefficients g, h of the







avalues, since in these calculations, the g and h values are not
independent of each other due to the fact that somewhat different
values must come out for the first 24 g, h, when we raise the number
of unknowns from 24 to 35 or 43 or 63. Of course, the influence of
the later g, h on those preceding becomes less, the more coefficients
are calculated.
Now since it has been established that the magnetic elements
observed on the surface of the Earth consist essentially of two parts,
one which progresses regularly and an anomalous part, which has in
part the character of a chance phenomenon and in part the character
of a systematic phenomenon, therefore, in order to pass a definitive
,judgment on the value of the Gaussian series, the series must be
developed far enough and so many of the coefficients g, h must be
obtained that inclusion of new coefficients no longer diminishes the
difference between computation and observation and the remainders
display as much of a random character as possible. This holds for
my calculations below which are based on the excellent charts of
Director G. Neumayer (Hamburg) in connection with the transition from
P S
 to PVI so that the number of required g, h does not exceed 48.
All told, I have computed 63 coefficients and have found that the 	 /3
work is by no means very great, provided that one goes about it
correctly. In this connection, I did not use the method of least
squares, but the method of the least and greatest coefficients whereby
the computation was considerably facilitated. The number of unknowns
which had to be calculated from the individual groups amounted at
most to only four.
"	 I have retained almost all of the symbols which Gauss used. How-
''	 ever, I have renamed the superscripts of P more briefly with Roman
_i.
	
	 numerals and I have designated the indices of k, 1, m, K, L, M, of
cos na and sin nX in the formulas for X, Y, Z by 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
g
	
	 6, 7, while Gauss uses dashes; finally, I have called the horizontal 	 i
intensity T, while Gauss uses w. I now pass on to the exposition




following declinations d of Table (1), the inclinations 1 of Table
(2) and the horizontal intensity T of Table (3) which are based on
observations for the year 1885, from the charts of Dr. Neumayer.
X is the longitude east of Greenwich, ^ is the latitude and u
is the angular distance from the North Pole so that P + u = goo
Declinations 6 for 1885 according to the chart
TABLE (1)
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Inclination i for 1885 according to the chart
TABLE (2)
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Horizontal intensity, T, for 1885 according to the chart
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TABLE (3) continued	 /6
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From this I computed the three components, X, Y, Z of the
Earth's magnetism according to the familiar formulas: the northern




For each of the 17 parallel circles, I thus obtained 24 equidistant
values of each of the three forces X, Y, Z so that the derivation
of the cosine and sine serieG for them presents no difficulty, espe-




c functions X, Y or Z have 
)
the general form:
KF^ i N!/R /K 4^tN^G IR' tt,^iN 'R (4jA^t KIiR('K 14,x)+...
I'	 or
`• e	
K^ ^jtk XR ^V +[M ^N4lV t/N'M tr,K Nwtllll«^, ^ufw ^^kjl =/^* . •.
and let the 24 equidistant, observed values of X, Y or Z be denoted
by the numerals 0, 1, 2, 3, 4,..., 22, 23, where 0 belongs to the
longitude l = 0, 1 to the longitude X = 15 0 , 2 to the longitude
X = 3 0 °, etc.; then let us compute the constants uu, AA, bb, BB, cc,




2, 3, 4,..., 23 of the functions according to the equations (4):
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where 1/24 signifies an unnamed number and the parentheses contain
the given values of the functions; and the coefficients
of cos a, cos2a,..., respectively, as well as the coefficients
C ,^^fnuIs -NSA 1AJ..
of sin\, sin2A,..., respectively are found by means of the follow::ng
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f-(on+ jfa^ +e.dw/f t ja top /t # •j,04Vto,NaIt'
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Herein the numbers 12 and 1/2° are not function values, but unnamed
numbers.
With the help of (4) and (4) a , it is easy to find all 24
coefficients of the series
X • K.ak,ni]+/K.^a:,x+'tL natA +&trio4 +KJn,Ja+ J ,itiJA+.....
• ji • ^ •.•^ +i,+iw^1 ♦ ^tp L^l +xL •l,.ih+jjµ)^+ j^ ni 3^+
Z ='n.+n;aa^ ►•jf/hr.1.utieaf^ .+,f(saiKS^++nJ•a7^+.A'j+^L7^...
since the same quantities are frequently repeated. Indeed, the 	 A
above two series for :f'' and 	 consist of the same sums as the
two series for r9- and jf° , except that the signs of the terms are
occasionally opposite. As is evident from the following tables (5),
(6) and (7), I have only computed the development up to U (3) since the
higher terms are very small and irregular.
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-4 of all 17 parallel circles are taken without
	 /9
regard for the signs--the vertical number rows
t,....,raJ^ ..... !jI.. ftr,,...e\, as, .... ul,,*,
	 A
of the foregoing three tables (5), (6), (7) are functions of the
latitude, o , or of the angular distance, u, from the astronomical
North Pole, and it is above all a question of finding the analytical
expression for it. According to Gauss (cf. GWV, pp 142-143), the
potential U, divided by the radius of the Earth, R, is
j t.J't?+T t.?t ?'..?'?s..
and the rule given by him on page 142.for expanding the quantities
? , leads to the following expressions for them, which except for u
and the longitude, a, (east of Greenwich) and 63 numerical coeffi-








+0%#X4-A itw YX)taN pi, N 4+ols'iratA' ;,%tj) aiw is
J ep4r tNt feaj aUV vK fid+0I1sel 11I, a)(MN:pp« !^ .-ter
Ja 
IHN)Iist 4
+yia !a+/^ /inl a^(^ a« :^««
`^37^s K at^ ^Ja+l^ii^(tw1^ y e^y,ty^
_%W rss •.rn...\+news — Ner Mj tu r4+ANeJ'^RY4N\M^ e*d4+AvN44jM4
+ is •^^(p`N: NIM+^ IgNJy'f•7N)YGfINA+/^Nw. qN^	 ^ , ryyl P )N;N
4//' glj.{h^i N4I JJ(
/
tI/N ^^^ NtY i/,) fw tt^NNM^+^y
/I
f:1^^+4uJ^s: ^plJ^)>,bNa
J.R'iiJy^+^h^ h^)tf1lN^laft^liNN }(J Jla+l► ! RlJ),/MN jJ)!b1«r





Furthermore, according to Gauss, we have formula (9):
X. tTilTrfT"rl '#47s y i f!I'It••.,
In order to obtain the analytical expressions for the coefficients
of the above tables (5), (6) and (7), we must, according to formulas
(9), differentiate the formulas (S) with respect to u and a, and
form the sum for Z. In the formulas for (X), (Y) and (Z) thus
obtained, I have for brevity set cosu = e, and sinu = f, and for
the following functions, which depend only on even powers of the




r=e,i	 = r=l-I1Sfr! "0#16 a
t^ ^/ref:9 !=	 [e[.t` +tatif :t
/[-I,/IM st t ^ ff, tyt/,^! `^IItr1 :j,
t`-etloJ-^ t -`ee, [J/rl: f^ !`-Rana.^^
![^qet •[
l:era.4




^^-t,tr[Y• L	 f =t.^[[y . a.	 ` ^f ^'ltRfl3aJOj
!=}.L.Id 0a.0 a of	 t =
	
•'t[searr.	 ! -^+/ecy a
t`!i(Ltlt`^e/fM `.	 rf- r s ~t`♦e/tiga r 444J44sa^
l^t1a^^ !•- }^)JIrWtN,Iffia^ I AIe[rft -6{ttp s Z. 	






-t^a^:`tfj^^t`^If •j ^ `'l^.ytf+'`rjl;+y<ttryj^+'tty j^i
- ti •ya; lj:y«tij'T, *f'isj`4,	 04*11YJ/*
For the coefficients Kl , K2 , K3 ... of sina, sin2 X, sina ...
respectively, the formulas (X) hold also, but with the diff4rence
only that the symbol "g" is replaced by the symbol "h" and instead
of the numerical values k 1 , k2 , k3 ..., the numbers Kl , K2 , K3 given
in Table (5) must be used, so that
^^A°r f+`i i f tl+A^trF .+^,f l'f X r^tttlf r tR^ ` ^f +.
Ott. r
Formulas 00
lt.ystf 1t.Jt'+fv3rrss^ ^r'u .I +ftl+
I t ty^tt f +yt`ltf+f` j9 ri'jtf r' r.+^t tft#rf^i
t,
534.1y+trt4l^ t^4 j JX i 1/'
.f! st if r+'ti+^, t j*+:err f^^	 .. 	 -
Zis}^tt{ + }t`tr{^
.4 sis.t • ^ j
NOTE: The underlined numbers of formulas (10) are logarithms






The equations for /,ft /...4 are obtained from the correspond-
ing equations for t Pj,	 1;, by putting -1,, ;fL	 - .Iv in place
respectively of i, •ti41 ••• ev	 and redlacing g by h, so that
-!, n A` +Ai +A;;$ + 44043 If +ArW, 44 'd, t +A!A,
-lt . A^a f a^{^ j t {+A"e` /9+Ijt'= t/^'+d`!/ d, +A; i ♦ ^^',A. tit.
Formulas(Z)
n•,:,air/+'-Si/+f`r/#+f"lt/ r3+J`ild, i•t^^yt/d^ +st%f ^




^^ r 4J r st ^_
,n^ .l t.yf f^s'ttf t
Since the same formulas hold for	 k, .k^^ • A. as for those just men-
tioned (Z) for 14, IN&	 respectively, it is only necessary to 	 /13
replace g by h anc. to apply the numerical values 	 of
Table ( ) when h is to be computed. Since in the first terms of the
i, formulas (8), no a appears, so the following two groups (X) o and
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Primitive equatoan-F
" l0 • +0,r7/^~4019if`«^rw^^a.».^^+1uY^^+^uy^i.^:; ►^".4N1 • •
t 1 1 44,1+1 "A" +47w 4004+ 400" 44144 4411: -Opt at
3 3e 44?" 40116	 40119 4#,417 4401 44883 .40" 4t r • 0
L 410 10	 N	 #0.71,4 4CUI 40401	 III H0 -114f •0
l to 40711 +Of11	 44+I0 -Of 31 -00 -4V4 -OAK. -Wj 60
48 40111 41,1"	 40,030 -0,111	 -01+t W)f 4044 -1411 #I
7 10 40,14/ +el+j 	 -buy -#AN	 -to71 48,R+ a/Yt -I,ttl a#
l 10 40.11f 40, j+1	 -Jo let -4111	 40100 40,40 -/.OIt -9044 a*
It /e1 40,99f 
-4/It -opt +6,01 440+0 -0/!1 .0014 -V+) • 0
II IN +0,144 -0,491 -0,211 M,40I -4471 -Ol/e 40,004 "4160.w 0
1! Ito 44,149 -0,116 40,120 +#,144 -0,t4t 4001' 4,410 -ln/.e
q 111 +0,M4 -0,449 +eyp 400/ -4UV Wn -0,0 j -1044..1,
i Igo 4060
-0.531 40,7 l -IJ/ 40."t 40,441 -0,106 ^/ 1	 0
It III 40,990 -0164 40Atr .03-n N,%V4611 -4004 .4104 .0
It 141 +0,114 -06+1 40.701 -..fog 40,401 -0,241 40,110 090 r e
n 1 +o) )#) -0 6A 40.+11 -037* X97 .0,044 40449 -#IIP2_t









t 20 +G1rf +14+f	 +,1 661 40,901 +6,207 46,031 -40et -trr9:e
3 31 44)11 4611p 44420 N,R6 -0,171 -91e1 v,/lj 4,10ie
-01 wtif 40.7	 -0.060 .4,24+ 4,,310 -6 -0e -Lott
r to +Itu 40,140	 -4960 -*,oil -#,If9 +4617 40.014 -$301sT
l ll +/we +,l4r
	
-0,744 -I,ne 40,041 4 0/17 "A" -3.+14.0
)I 40449 -4f+9 -Ij6l -1?44 N,tro #0,101 -400+ t 011n e
f 1/ +0347 -4 f/0 -63x +e 4010+ w,ed+ -set  =tfn .0
II I04a ,1000	 070# 444 Love- -	 re 0.001 40,130
is /0e -03f7 -*,w +ois& 40,Ly a2'y -4064 44/lr +011=1
0 Of -4,614 -0,699+4041/ -0,00{ -I,Ur 44,101 40,00 #k4j!.4
It 040 -1, 610. -010 4..701 -0310 -0,666 40,117 -0.004 4JArl co
1) 118 -4lll +#,t" 41,)40 .0,+d 4419+ 40,01) -0014 4jj+f=e
/ I.O. -/11 4076..-40AVo -0-31, / -elf 0 s -
I9 Q -1,414 41,990 -4,9x0 +O,ol6 +0,011 -4111 40,111 +4,441 se
/{ /60
-4,009 4469) bxy +4r+j -ot07 4+1011 +0,031 +1101700
I r7 -4976 +	 -1 40 -e1y Nj+1 • -OIt "Soso-
16
ORIGINAL PAGE r^OF P00R QUALITY
Henceforth, the individual equations standing in horizontal
lines will be denoted always by the simple numerals, 1, 2, 3, 4, 53
...16, 17, which head them in the first vertical column. From equa-
tion 10 on, for which u = 100°, the numerical values of the coeffi-
cients of the northern hemisphere recur here and in the following
	 /14
equations (X), (Y), (Z), (X.) 2 , (Y) 21 (Z) 2 ..., (X) 7 , (Y) 7 , (Z) 7 in
the southern hemisphere and they have the same sign in both hemis-
spheres, if no £ is present as a factor; they have the opposite sign
if Z is present as a factor. As is easily verified, it is not diffi-
cult to d_scover always such a combination of the primitive equations
(X) 01 M c , (Z )o ,... 3 (X) 7 , (Y) 7 , (Z) 7 , in which the coefficient of
that quantity g or h that is sought is in turn numerically as large
as possible and the coefficients of the remaining unknowns g or h
are as smal". as possible or zero. This is done by summing the 17
equations all together or as many as possible with their own signs
(indicated in the following columns, N, by +), or with the opposite
sign (indicated in the columns by -). In connection with this proce-
dure, there is almost no arbitrariness in the choice of the equations
and their sign, if the above mentioned goal is always kept in mind.
to be
3etermined	 ,Y
'U(J/ . /.Y►IM.rWN•HNNILKMNYMr^NH7 r)4k1)ty^llrNyYaGSltoii^lly%0Jl,It>•r(l2 
`(/,r•t•.•rKN•^-G1ry ./ an•/••/ro/t•n) 11181{0 +1,118 'W91 OARS 011tWO
t' (fy;1l•t.1r^-h.I.ro.rhlia+/t./t+/^	 .,11t +RtK +/A►f	 Ytt +b •1y_ I2)rni•^L{}^Y)}()tL}gMH/lily.[//•/yell j^./.sc9 •rO.tx I+.atL _w,In ._=Y{rt=o
'
wf1 ( btyr lrK)r/^n+/t)+(/raurn)	 ^} BUY +t.N+ +b/t& fwd 410,#/4 so
l/t 	 +4/41 -1,498,•0
t•/t(p,(wo• /1•rl•(t.V-+ra07+r// nW1.wl.tn«u^J*INt .I,rtr +Rfq K/c1 ^I,Ytg rl	 i




•^j^X,^(/•ast,y.•1K N •1)-I/t•N•h•/1.n•^/ila•^1	 r f//,)41f4i/,Mr^i/ .fMtt'^^If/sI
• (^(/•t./.J-/t.a.t.lhlir.a.n•l1).(i.Nra/crn) a1 iirn +i,1ri +t»r +LY4-rr•f
LI #_Ah 	all+licrl>) i+Y.f1i +r,13i +L^tt ^f,iY):o4	 (/sa)'/1+r.)•I7+t)-/hiN)1 f111N) ^//1N1/ 	 }s I,IN .I/I; +010 N,YYti1
^^( I-1ts1)i/+vJ-pNOJr1u+/t^(/1+ir)+h ^l•I/tf . F/JA +t.NO IM/I.I f
17
t
"r if 4If#{':"'+^ftify `.litff^-r04Nr-iI,1N a 41314 "H0y^^0U744!!1 a •
II Mj40 4#,74 40411 40, -00 40"1400" 0
! !0 41,111 4#,110 %4A#1 -0111 -02Li -Q,llt -oxf -01tl 4#up
4 y/' 4# 744 411	 - -# -I	
.
H,311 _. _0131 -0,#11- -Alit 4084+.8..1 1 t 4044) ^I1610 4,417 -0,461 -0117 440411 0,090 .1640 ##US 90
L f;f 101,!/0 ^011D . -0,71 r -041! 4k097 40,110 40,00 .0,00 40,391 •o
7 Vo 40,341 -0514 -0914 40,011 40,28% 440V .0141 -M11 40101.0.
if +0)70, -1160 -0196 011 4020) -1041 - -04 it _-Ufa 40
S• 0 - 0.000 ./000 0000 401011 0.101 -#,/t/ 0.00# min 40,16.#
N lot -9/710 -61,11/ 40,11L . +13K -0110 . -0941 . +0,08$ -/,911.40fUP•
l/ 410 -0,161 -0,716 40,431 4#,#11 -0,!!{ 400ft 41,04# . -064/ --k"J"
11 11 -ord'..p tl0 Ao ! -0419 •0,461 40./" .0,011 -011 -4ttl-f
/,^  -#,##1 +OJl) 400f .0,00 -0,1110 .Q* • 0
L4 l -'O.Y6L ,40 _ 40	 'l -ObH . #vu -v NN 40 4 
IJ` 7f -#,ti4 40,10 0 -4,045 -4211 49,14 -0,301 4 01"t 4,S9J .#,761 •I
li / JJ -#,9f/ N,7LL -011 40,01 ' 40,01! ;0#1 41Mf +#,(10.0464 a0







Of these equations the pair I serves principally for the deter-
mination of O f, , the pair II for the determination of y l"o	 the
pair III, for that of 1 4;	 , and IV for that of J. 	 ; furthermore,
the equations V are formed for the computation of p ' 	 VI for the
computation of 3 4 j	 and finally VII for the computation of
while in I the coefficient of y1.0 is greater than that of the other
unknowns; in II the coefficient y'2.0 is greater than those of the
other unknowns, etc. Accordingly, we obtain by concentration of the
double equations I, II, ... VII the following two groups of equations
of which the one contains four unknowns
	 y`j'f'j^S	 and the other
contains three unknowns 1 11'0'" f`-"
equation
r i t. t0t y^+4,004,; 0A.99$ 0-0/0 ^"^/i0,.I1 aYto
,rty!'''43011f •0+#,2111 '4 1,40).0
+. 10,11'o + 4,64 4 ° + 1. 02 #1' "+#,r$04' -o,f11-o
-wttafa ^ 1,1) 1y,. ^ /;fdya,+#,0116"'" ^ I, J fr e o
equation
rilr, 9 ft 1,L14y4+bfp)u 1316,*I
I
'
IJO jt' a/0 f4"+UJIFim 44 M v e
The values for 44 fir ,9 'x#'A0'4;#' a0and S•# which result from this are
written into the table (19), which follows further down.














1 II /,010-4 40,1rr^ . +R»YfIH,Pn 4. ,fYt tat;lq'4N/b'^YN ILf 10,,01.•t 40 440#1 40,210 41419 401+0 40,23! 01,12/ 40,0rt 40,2ry40.+its030 4400. +0,144 44rr1 40,171 40,101 +8.021 -too) 41.I1f 44YH-0










41,01 40Jr0 10,0x1 -0,01f
.1,117
. 0,010 -0/4Y 44114	 04404 4e)Y! - 1,0f3 -I,/0) -e Or) 40,0N 40, 011 -0,04) 401191sI
-
ll
too 41,000	 -0,171 -0,/)1 40,041 40,021 -4041 -1007 -0,213 40.
h
I/1 t/000 . 0,SYt -4013'01/07 -0,0/7 -4010 44011	 -0,13144467-0/8.0 4/0/1	 -01 !10 14010 44,111





-0,441a.-..	 .u. +4211 40,011 -1,on_ 40,034 -0,001 -I,HI 01,471-0r
.• a• •,y -wrsa +4110-0,17+ 40,1/0 
-^It/ -4013 -0,110 N,13f 0.0/{ 161 4440 
-4,9*0 1441) 
-1,111 01,21) -0.121 +4171 
-0,116 01,1{/s ♦11 I)I 44000 
-411/ 40,))0 .0,r11 4►aft 4,21) 41,121 -0,11)+1,111-1
Primitive Equatior.N. 	' 4
M f f ,/^ 4f^1 l4fa 4/4, 7114 1A •>~, -.N,
if +4u)f4 4n3 #^8.r)r^044^rq^4:0,1ni.a2n 4^10u^2^9,en -1,/J^r .1
t1 +0,6K 44f4Y 41134 44)70 40,400 40 11f +0,04 +4tff 41,73/.1
$0 +1.040 4411! +4400 M,qd 40130 +4M -4011 462ft. 40.!11 we
t TI 1#1,D9 41,171 49,613 -4011 '44 ft -4111 -41t20 -4111 41,6f/s0
i d1 44)72 +/,tff 4001 -430 -411t -040 +0,t►3 •9409 01,113.0
1 70 N,Hf 40,!69 -0,111, - .t0. AM 44133 400H -4018 4401,+61
If /01 4/,f>I _01 M ---1 L.4190 4+12+4 4041L7/	 -OAJO .4022 -013) 4/ A•
P 111 +41)3 -I,fL9' -4311 +0110, -0,ff9 -4113 '0;111 -0.70 +1,311.0
it 111 41,)33 4,23/ 41,173 +0,71) -0,134 41,010 40,1)7 -4161 463+3 -1
13 131 +4r7t. 4,+77 +#U3 40,031 -#,tit 44/8+ 4#10 -4,30t +4131 -1
/16
It 1 1LA 4/,460, -0,994 +0.9H -0.731
1) 970 A S" _811a WS-C-1,941
-00)) -1.11/ -I,") 40,333'-1
-4t11 . 40/20 -9672 +4127 J 0










1«• •J+1+>+Nf ♦ N+0«/l NJf4wNl
1.141+[ • + J. •NJ// ♦ 	 +I + M
•4fJq^401t^11
-.1nj•4•tff^ a[for
+N,NO •4406 •UN ",off -	 l"VIA
«uffr • 010 -4012	 V14 -[v «I
4 W, b+uJ)-(++ f+t+/«f)•[p«W/tahN • «A«rt) «I,f/l+tt4 -ov	 qtn	 -tiff N,M
b•!+l}/NHfry «NNNtlK/1 +KM) -/,MI «t[!l +41,14 +41t1	 j/ft -01
r•t•1	 +	 f+ ♦ 	 I	 /1• ►d•A+I I«	 +0/	 H4	 +0 (	 -+r	 -/ 1
I -(I.Ni/K[at«f}N+horN{^NJ•MNr)-/sN
^`), .Jfl -41U +tilt "lops KKr -($If	 {^)	 /-/f+J^+(f•/t)-(/JMf^1/> 4N[	 #.to 4"I't N,tK 40.#47 *1)
I/•f+l}/JNNH(IH+N)-G I 	 IK J	 JK+N ,!1{4	 /,!f +4	 M,t4 H,IJY.
(
y	 I-rf rJ)1/N[3-hJ1)NN+NJ•NraJtN[}l1 -4 )If N,IV NNf M/N -4Nf -0f,4II,I)I
	
/«t+4)+(t+^+rJst+(/I.If«N)-(ila/twf) +L[N N,fK -401 -S1.rI -06[ 41/11






V lN^ (rNNN^k•4«	 N«NMMM^f/MN(•N«/v +N,pf;i41#J)M4/pjtJ/11-01-
^(yl t1NN«r+[+f+f)-lNNI«q•/1 +/++1r+/U N,p +4 102 44401 ♦ fffMlfur
ll(^ (1•+.r«uf+r -
	 su	 f+ floss .4.1te +0sn +FIY4
(,^, (/•1)-(l«f 4110 	 ^4+N«Mf-(Ib4#4	 [ SM +441 i/,frt M,f1y NM.M (4+1^-/rIt01+f1t/INM«K«q)-(/f+KJ	 - +"N +/,1[I H,b[ #47IT44MM
I
('I),
^, IN1)•Y.	 N+1+[N G0+0N2Nt1-G++IJ+Miff) 414 +104 40to #2j"40 I.
4e^
(^ /••(t«!N^«/J+[«y}4r•)IyII/IIHIN^.(fMN[,}/f -4 110 	 -0101	 1%tpf -4tw 4444
/(y'/, (/ifj-if.J+tfHfq)-/N+Mfg(/l+pMy}(/f+ql 4404+ H,Jt4r +I,IN +I,tNfINhyW (/+4l-(ti+lJ+/f+V.[JH[f) ►^/1+1+^-(/[+/V 0ML	 0/00 +U14 40.r1MM,
From this there results through summation of 3 successive rows
each (X) l , (Y) l , (Z) l , the two groups of equations (12) and (12)a
Equation t1)
7	 b+41,HS^ tJ+t,f+a' 1 J-i^u r/goat '! a.a+^trri^.•
-1![tyt/+tt+fOylJ+t,LU^rI0+10y^xI-r,tlt
-1,131 Y"  +67+/jr1l +j tIJ^I +l.A>!;I +4471 -1pyw •
Equation /
+aJ,N9o r)`ia, r•r'-Irsr3^ t/il,^-fay-1
+ 0,1f4:a l+ttury4r^^^t^>4I ^^suSs sl•• .
+e1[ti ^^I+ f ^r4*e #gJg sy41 ^ s:,,+c,ri.•
With their help, I computed the 14 unknown:, 4 11  0bfV4U171-1,
and 42"/4114*1 r'/,{4 4"'	 of the Table (19)/ which follows further below;
in this table, all the coefficients of the Gaussian theory for the




t f t0L 1/3 0.4/1' t/t; a/l. _z. + 1,
+43y7'L",311 11 i0,20.7'i4t/0yft+./rt: +/,Mt), #0,00 00ASM
*4489 60,443 0116 41,701 4041e 40119 +4313+010610/
+11 840 44146 0,6.7 48161 40.186 +4071 f1.r13 80.18rr r
4/,11 ...i•r ++.t+!_ _+1L! 60•tyi.. rtLk ...11.1,xi..ftt•-!:i(SIt, 4411r 40,+14 +4ny -M7t -0,01P t 40,#r0 40160, 0















^I ^t01i0lttf;FSAMy* 04):ie'sy4te!441/1'141lrly 9•
I If 40' "1 r1,10	 4440/	 40.831	 4411) 40 0"	 +43o140,ofr0 1




-0,001 -4401	 s 0
•^ f^I,+Ei 0.1 +1.9JY, +s.ill 	 -0./n• dUt	 -014) Lo! A*JA7.•!
J ^1 Mi1J 44/13
	
-$.N2	 -4!/0.	 -^H6 r,^u	 -00rJ+R/IL•I
4 i3 O	 4o,ltt
I
-0,111 -irn
	 -47n	 -eni K,qt	 0,113 441)6 w 1
y I4 41,03 -1,4/0 -0,014	 wAg 	4416y 00,,001	 -t.ttl 4411! 9 0
10 11611 -I,*% -8,1)6 WIN ",IN -0,166 -417y -4,/)7 -4086 r 0
It .1 1140 40114 -8,161 -I /i3 +eo% .
It
I /101 - t,441
ltel -1,844 -fill 4C,Ir7 '+,717 tl,yl 4041; -0,06 4 4..40se
1
.
3 1 14 1 -4.11! 41.113 41, 314 -e,7r4 +8.116 -I 1)e -4141 -0/1190
-4666 40tir •43•y 14171 40,04 -0,010 44061 -1.1»00ll,	
-406403 40• 1i4 -rya 44t3y -4,111 4.0,0r4 440Le-1/n •0
Eq
Primitive equatio(JA(A continued
set =/l toil t/P, tOPM -0.4 +4
fu4l.Htf; 0113 f /61 ^°^o.OA 94^40t1fi%eri 44 !41 _ e
-0,0#1 48ttls 0
-4114 +8,ltr 40AII -0,07f 40Att M, •J7 '4 ON at





(1 1 11 4#1y 4#,21, 44171 +4461 40,40 +Sur 440,1.0
II
	) ^4r1pj JI +41,0 4#199 44)10 4010/ 4r 1v 44Jt7 41,,,? -0,020.0
:40 41!11 +2121 40, t/7 40,4I1 40/18 aua +4)07 4407#-#.
f	 jr J•0 i 44740 +4#81 44111 40111 `010 -0/47 40,721 40/21. 0
L #We +11@0 #f,* -1,47 -0,447 -0,9#r 40.9#9 4+,141••
j	 ) ! 10I ?^^1! +4101 -414 -4 )0i -#A& 4"Af 409#1 40JJ-1
/I	 1111 42117	 -4l0t -IJK
	
44112 -0117	 -4W -0/79 +/,711:•
/f	 /1 +1,210	 -;rw 44901 +4117 -0;411
	 ;0/21 -d,Nr 41,!17 -4
1 3 	 (	 44760 	 -IN$ 447x3 -+/9/ -0,10	 N.,fr -0.1ft 4#191.0/	 +114
	
-/If9 - 40107	 J1 4001	 40 Of -0180 401/ -I
If /II 40,707	 -1,7[9 44JJ7 •a,)9# 4#31/	 -0/87 -OW1 '4#11!.8
IL	 /hot 41.311	 -1441 48,11) X393 4#ifs, -vu -401) 40,/7r -0
/7 17140.00	 -1.11f 4#/4r -0113 40,0!1 -0A1/ "	 1st +471>?0
from this follows
.	 ..fu(^ /r.HO.r.rsf+t}-007007«9«wrw«y 40#at 41+rte ^0^►y^+!^nJ+4e4f+0
+/I)1r^*44•NF	 '	 yr+{4)•7+7.9#+µy/t+K -0A+/ ^,dI 44/1'rs1
,-	 jh	 ry 4s+8+#+/N++nN) 44111E	 41,01+ -R#t• +Irl+2,%-`,-_
Sl^Y^ (9#19#4{}/r►{.7+1	 /^H/1M1) bMdYf«y	 8,00	 49,{)' t1f{ +1a#8 -1,111.8l^^f0k 11sH4+r,-Mf+sw..),In+/ y #a+16) -Riff 4 ;047 4#,011 41979-Ia)t•1
Wk /»t}y+•tHn..}(N+oJ+Ii,+MI-In+/))	 R••►
 #000 41..%l -8018,10,14E-0
s( ,(9#f•J1-/r+fNJ.IrtJIAI (NNN+)^I(/NKMJ -/ try 40,){9 +7877 M,I3f N,/968
!"1(, (tN++J-4tsa.^lHfaO..>•ra«t«JJKn«84/9) «4/# 400!#0 #RAM -0,211a1IJV0
y^lK /H•4)H7f-If•)+H,»+M'HV+(/IMHr.KNfJ +4rWI640011d^:#i30rlx3tpfaae.r
1 11
) (1)4 /# +r+f1)•1J{NMM1Nt+ /y 	 47,9#1 .0,028 -0,rye +#Nt-##l+a#
L17i h+++r f+)+µl/• +r+/1.074/0«/rJ +/t;14 +#p1 tome +trn"/t/.#
•,•[,-,/4S.//I( ..slYl+r+MH(/»QMIMMr1 +' ►NS7)9 44110 N,t{r 44Ni	 we(1+,^-(HNiJ/(►+j}{fNSJ1(/tNJN,^(/r.IU -/i 191' 41,141 '0,0,77# 1014 0"1#4.0
<to}(r•UK)+,^-Gr+aJK/,++f)-!/r+K) 4.,707 0 4#.97# 4#071 4Rar-4^fl.r
No use is made of the primitive equations 1 and 17 of the groups
(Z) 2 , (Z) 3 , (Z) 41 (Z) 55 (Z) 6 and (Z) 7 , since the observed values







By summation of each three successive equations (X) 21
 (Y) 2
 and
(Z) 2 , we obtain for the computation o fi^«;at'u(wJa •4aa ^', the
equations (13):
ai#4 tnr=^ ea7,37rf^.N> -e.
+•,1t•J`bn,)t!'
^
`*$"1 414i»e -Nil a 
-4/•!' •.^+ tiv6^aV tus 4a -^n^ 4646 ^/
and for the computation of ! 4'dt1%%4'%lA'C; and Asa 	 the equation
(13)a:
-4•rly^i le,lJ!'^a+ef»lsi+ylt)^e.7ie^•
+•,ali +4 n7' .f 4 ),7tif) Vie, oil -4336 8 0
..
The values of the 12 coefficients
	 r 4% t ^ ^a/;anti 1 ^4 16 a I ` e A%04
are recorded in Table (19).
:Eq.' Primitive Eouation W,
+Rt	
t
+pFo. i M . )ef r!1/ iefaf, j;^
/ /0 ^rI,If7 
' 1 4`A.'^!;7ff '`Z r`1
+b01y 	 i4o>C	 +p,Ilf 40.7	 H,IM-4.10.0
1 l0 40.07! +Mf6 +411f +4/r7 40,••6 -4010 -*,M at
S 1•. I+46ff +Orel 40,7o> 40/0r +•,e+4 .0 	•0,qf ae
f 4• 1 Nero	 ^^f7___^ I -010!1 -• dj' 44012 +01019 we
fo
_
111 +1,/7! +0,713 -roll/ -hl7l -+/N H2ON b e.0.
i • +414r +,fee -e,4u -+11i -•,orf +0,077 +•AOre*
1 0 71 +0406 -0,If0 .er11 ` ^I,IOf "' M1 +e,•/V 4071-01 ! i 0 +01Rr -e.0r7 -0.711 +0,/ro +O,17r 449! 4409..
II -oer) "'MI - +n,it0 -9,131 vIwy -.-.--




-/,/!r OA•• +0,+84 -e l/ 40,O$Y. -#All -0,01800
/I /j0 -4/7l +/,J11 +0,101 -!,171 4 0,160 '-.A)f.-I,Oq^O
-11 1 -ii;  +aaf6 -t!b	 +6111-1 -9,076 -0.011 -I061-o










Eq. Primitive Eauatjon WS
No.Y s :ft SI( t 10, jf/! 	 4`66	 -fj	 +(1
/ /00, tef1 0 13t011^++00)1 ila4tf4 14064 07 1+418/ -1181•Z (1/ NJe/ 18,1)0 +0,t7V 11, 411/	 41,03/ .I,glybl n •.! ^/ Man +^.NI 40,g1 +hlK	 40,01 ,eAr4+Ga0e••
! . _*.L V.M. 21.11?_ ^ n^ 1 !!__.t^ Ift- -AOM4a/1r. •
I Ff 1 44740 +1,1)1 40,11: 40.)n	 +6.181, -0,0)44#0/ -•9 is 14tin ttlfr +s3/! -4014	 -1076 +4000004Pr••




/a 140 +1,tt t ->Itl 40,613













If0 40,70,0 -0,40) 4t,0)1
	
-6,3/0 40/it






-M	 11 1 0,0 ' • 1 ' ,f 70/ r ,/f , -106) -As/6.1 +0,0; /113+e,U4r ^;1, e11)eN I t! )0 "0111; 416/+1,0/0 - f , -
t0 1♦ e,//e +0,188 +Cut +41,161 +11241 +sefl4ee" we)0 46,1w +O,rfl +#,w N,)L; +0,17) -4#6r40,1er • •
6 1 , 41.e6t +07r1 4440) 40.101 -e,IN -Ant_•j1 r47yr 40,+60 40,1/y. #11,10 40,006! . -0,007-M1i.•
LI l +t,rft +4614 40,41 -0. Ott -0,149 -041/04#,111.0
70 1 4 1,310 41,411 40,611 -030) .41JI +1001 +0,16+-f
f0 +S,ftO +Ifti , -1464
	 -pttl_ ;t,OL1 +R111#0lod,0f0 ++,HO01of -0463 0,000 +0,161_ 40,%10+1,111',/
lit 1 +),1Y/ -0,911 -i41r ^1,tlt 40,•410 0.	 1'4LS1'6
4# 43')10 -/,4/f +o ptt 4834) -O,As 41/;318,110,.41
1201 41,111 -4426 +0.101 40,ett -0118 41,07141,711.0
1341 +{7" -1,460 +oti4 -em 40,000 +1,161 N/».114A le __=V.[z!0,71i_I,.n._^u}7L 	 4e,d;v+. 07.42
Irt N,top -cr41 4et>f -o)if #0.117 40,twomp.0
l6 48,160 -1,111 40,111 -0,/61 +C'M N,11rN,Jl+•0




•^r7 q+6)•/7a N•x r^l+plrtf•wrxlN•^
N )0,l 0,121-!t y 0,43+(0 HI ►418 +/r +/4 )
- A
+f{n0y t'vlIf; *4001 440)+44•fy
+411,707 41411 -#,1x 4601 +4/17:0
♦76,t6t 4e,ver 4007 +IO w6f
-1,419 +10;1a. -0114 441tq -A'en-4
-4814 +etts N,$# +0,4174 -ge4r.0






ORIGINAL P ;4,':2 r^
OF POOR QUALITY
fo	 ^/'	 I 4
t (4 !112}(N4)r!f•I+N}d!►q}(iN4f)	 •R1K^iO4trif^l4lnf^OUiNr01
/ ^^1^1NU3•WNaaJ►,N•OI1}I•NIM;Jf(MMf^ ANl1^4JiI .4Jq lRJyanNa»ly
I l 3^ h•30r1{N/y)K0N ►NJ{f•NNIAr)HNINV 400 -/,4,19 4610140,34144,03.0
- '1l J^ ^I1iNN1!)'lyIIH+N+/^1(gNrNIN{40410 +s,112^^=1N1^^^S3/JN,3Nio3
 ^
2 kNIJ.lIaON.f.1.fl'fN•A'•/fMIM{ .N^IKMV^1,fa! ' ^r11 -0,403-eAK•I
1 _ 4)(0,17+!+3,48-NO+N t+13N413+/4 	 +12.110 -R/Ot
fiH•S.f)-l!•ty)•(NeN1)-(//NfNUMN«^w^R 311 +1,4101 -4//1-R13t.f
17)1 G•r+2+r}1a+t)+f^/+1 )-60, ►1/wt+/t) -4,014 4;etf Awo N,/0f•0
! 4)+4111)-l41+1J+(0w2){i2N►wr)	 -4,0410 #001 -0,1rj .0,!31. 0
The final equation (14) for } 2	 0,/	 1, 3t ?	 ' 2 .00,	
N(	 4 R3	 3and (14 ) a for	 f fS
a.nd 1a3 (^ 3 are accordingly:
Egdatibn W
i A
+It,140 ft *4+ If f!' 1.0,41f3i t30 %its +),t04 •
-/,t174f ttt/4,4ri f40 +4nf fs1+^s31+ep/. •
+0,,t>I^t/ _11/4 f!•3.rr1tft24/,1417 han. •i
Equation QN.4 i
+1$11,171.9 4 	/211141 -40%1 .0*160
+0,100 f4e 4 y 1' 41y4i -W$.4,h1.0
The values of 43 4/ 0,f 12 *3 93448 03 )	 ^3!. !._f. f •1 ! ^. ^. ! • ^} and 4	 computed
according to (14) and (14) a, are, like the values of the other
coefficients of the theory, also oted in Table (19).
Primitive Egua,	 P i.mitive EquatiorCK
tirr: it
	 flat 60 0,0.  ) #(f). +R, +k,	 0	 *!/ N x 4110 f -d6+?"Nom/ 1^MA4j:o.02;3R:0,w)4:L0a)tL.0a -4,.K.. 04114:o,It/;K01f'4MNf)^N/ -4,,0/3.0
10#041. 44)374,41/ 04041 +0,0010,00020 41LN0+411,♦ +447
 
M,qf-0,,09.4N)e/.
f 3 300,017 }^ 4,)00 04!)♦ H/31, -LNJ-,.II/y .LfM .4,.t!) MSN 4Rt/1MM1
1 j f6#"M ",013 40,020 -0,130 40.013#0,0141 1 N,>n +/,/K 04184 "IN -e,OJ! • -4,f5fw8
6 404,!0) 40/01 .0,210 .0,200 00,031 "A01r/ 4 y) f 41.900 M,W! MAtf .0,0/4 -4,030. f
y fINA1r 
-4,340 -4,0tt -+432 +4,034+00	 44310 04131 +0.061-#At +400-0,173.•0:! 19+4041 .4f// -0,36 +4/01 40,010 NA►tr0 MIS 40,44) -0.11t -0.13) +0,001YRfa0,.
y 3o L"0 -l0et 0.000	 0- /001 17,34-I0t tFA:tot=a
-.
0,111 4#,341, Io,/o1 +0,041 +4,0/3.0 46960 .0961 .0,t2t +0113 44,01-0,/30.0
N /4,O-+13C -4301 ",»t -402 -4, 9641 -0,103-0 17,31,! -4nr 440) 49,1tf JQPJ-6017.0
1L 140-01t 40,11,2. 00,140 -0,100 4,023 00•8sr-0 +W1 -1,11* MW3 -C tfWOW -044 ?0l3 ' 400-1/1,t atry -4033 - 0,130 -4,01: ",01,00 +4101 - l„ 40.110 -I,UI +0,010 -r etho
lr!^tk +l fWi•I^,,f ".t ' .rc 1 l .0 4104,t-01/4 «41,00 .0,1f01e.MS _0Nf':0
It ltb -4,011 f0;3ft -0,131 +0,132 -0,12¢40,010.0 "A10 -0,03 44331
l4 140.0go 4fj" .ono 00,011 -0,02ristoofc0 +4/to -0//0 +41tf-f03t +fetf+/,e0401
n 170 -601/+1, Ott -e0/I NA1f N,All
-









OF POOR Qc;AM ,
Primitive Equation 0*
/ I /1 - NAIfj+4Nl^ +I,Nty f•,II^' NA)1 -^^-•
i !I h(/u +tit» +^N)6 +•.Nt) -ttn -A,•L!. •
) 31 +r 3/! +43tP N,201 +0,101 M,t/I.4IN^.I
4 +l +0 2 40,01 40.))6 -0,0114M.N
! t1 4021 +00 +'M 6431) -MX.8,049•N
Lt 0611) +1,617 40,13; *,IM) -103 -/,011.0)I 0,134 +1,40t 0.J4f -0,/;f) 40.03.0,0J4•I/ t0 +001 *0.910 400 -I,2t1 N,l/t -0030, N
Ira » #W&ro
/t 100 +k70) -RItO -N.+p 00,1;1 440)J IIAN/ n 0
I/ its 43.1t) -4400 "AA 44A0 -IA/)-4#14.8•
it 1x1 +I)/) -tit) 40,416 -/,/Y) -ots -0,03fro
I! lit +1,)1!
.411) +N.e)) -1a13 +N,0/)-O,Nh•0
l !Y +011
_.l yjr. +d t2J -N,) )2 +0,081 o Qt n •
it %l7 +Tall
-0,3 11 +0,211 -4111 -4010•!-+,O0of/H^+•,K18 -1,639 +4016 -/,/L) -00440IN•0
l) 1) +NA•f -•,NS +_N 003
__ -I, br _^•L•wth 0
/22
I form the following equations from (X) 4 , (Y) 4 and (Z)4:
for	
-P
I ^ ^+3+0, 1060)+1+r!!I +NN N) MNl+/t^
^^i12Uy h.kf+rJ-lNaJfUn/^-G1HyNl+itJ
/ li((y1ti,h.0,a.•+r+c}lN3Nr)+(itN^ywNINS.nI
yr (l+3+f+lrY^-(f it +N^ + l^/ N3 N+MI+/t
;0. 1 y 3+•+d-a+y)+lu+n}tn 006 4.11+m N+)





,it 406 ^a,,a7 -•,•,y 1,IIJ n -
+0,t2t H,0,19 -0./)0 -O,It>•i
-16.4 +r,/ll -0 16) -1,/J^•I
r6,ttty +RNNJ^t^M, ot .t
+0,311 -Glif -0/N-0,32I•I
-4121 +011 -•AI! N,Nr.O
+0•tN +/,111 -• /!) -•b•• •
-0./); 0L1µ +^•^i!-0//xn .
and accordingly the final equations (15) and (15). for computing
qA0	 L+44.0h4•	 and
Y4uation	 Gl)
' at3,r0t q^ ^'+•,0/096') +0,rq -x631 ar0
Fi^uation y (l1,^t
4
^+x>,S:tis,+ 40gr2y -t;j6> -436/.0
-y0d•y'•++t;tis^' y -i /r > -0, /11•.0






 Fa' Uatipn	 Jr
at	 artylIf e 	 >10^.1^^ ;`'lY t^y I f•I ^ f^^ N j^ • ^j/:u i{I,NyJ/N)"?/MY7 SIN-^Nl.I 'kR//1rNY}Sr J •^IIMO,IM. •
i t -ftIt.O
7 'U'+I^!/ N,pf ++in -I,NlM,NAO 40.3/!	 40,17/ N,t/I +0,000 e14!K.I
1^  1' y1 h'ItY +Lyle N.12f 4Y,01y 40A/t+e +I/ly II,ttY rlylt {J.I/1 M0Ytr1f •f0?iti:%6 41,101 H.//t ^ItyrI,N7.0 ;[7u 6{006 +O,tfJ ^a,Ijl N,IIOrO
6 [04644[ 40,111 -E/1'J NISl+I,NI . I +1I/1 +/,ice ^4Y11 • ^I,II) ilAtf.I
VVlt -4,171 -4411 41,01144NIs0 +hits +039 4006 40,06140,111so
d ll +1f	 .4710 •^lfl -10/7-/II.^ 46,00	 +Of/>j1^+IIY14111fse
t t0 0,1/0 -IN	 0,100	 -0I I yI/ s0 +3;001	 /A10 -0.716 +e,119 4IIj1s_0
/I -011/7 -0171/ N,SlI -LAt1-^e//:I ^'ti 7/S -011/7 -s,1t1 fltjlllby.o
/I -/,131 -#All +e.y/t -0,0 1-IN>o 0 ^Sltj 1,3:^ 40,06 40,0(0-I,Ntr 0
It -14K 40,1f1 +0/Y! -0,006 -/sn. o 4013 -Iyn +0117 -4111 •011taf
} 13 -06 ##joy -0,//t AW) -Virs0 i/,7j1 -1,/I6 01,00 •I N{^Il[.0
W / 4 40.4)0 -f
	
'/lot-LN2(1tY+/,	 -0.61* iO,MJS •OAOYIItI.O
l If1f-0,17/ 4011!! -./lr -f,007-0,801,0 +0,313 -0,411 40,111 ro,Q/4ls/
6 14
-04 1/ 	 m -0101! -0,013 -IN=.O 46AS -1,066 401f -0,0616-0/0 v0
-/ _ .4o^/y 6.106 +e../a+e.Nr-L_to,Nf-a,Ny +LAIC +oeo6.0.Nt.!




! 1 0 40,016
1414$1 4e
40,13/ . 61,010 -0,016 -IAfy+I.
3 30 N11111 N,qf 40,/11 +1001'-I,OK.I
4 e f +I Yyf -0 I r +I,dy.1
t fo y jt3 4R/fY 4010) -bl/J t0A1l.I[ [ 0 41.ti1 w. 4t U9 -ieir MM. e
Y YI 41,3!1 #4 401)1 4s,13y 40Af/: •
80 #101 +4,116 -0.30, 49,01 M	 we
10 +6400 0,1170 ro 4l H I. 3Y ftffm e
le toe +fll/ -1,116 -0,341 40 0 +010l1.I0 /le +1316 -6706 4+AN + 111 roaYr^I
I! '/1e +1,t13 .-6701 44% 41030 -I,m. e
I S Ile #4$83
-U17 40, )00 4mv) -I,*4
0 416 -0 00 +6 40 Nf -1171-Il /jf I +e,/ff -0,/it 40/61 -0,007 +d,Nys I.
l6 /6e I }0,111 -0,13/ 49,111 +0,036 -IAt6.e11 I	 I. 3010. .00pl +0,00/. 41.066.'-00n.0
/?3
Hence:
♦ f,636^s 41,0/6 j ^y>fiI,NI M
"(8yoa40,139 r411140'ntvo
t






for 0 4[1.2+3+f1lI+U-(r+r+7+/IN/:.aa.ff+A+hM^MV +{.1/f ^^ s0,e1r+4ete s 0
^YMj+S+Nf+WfNI'rR+MMtHfwMNf+NM) ^M.>w +I,1fI+t%%4s0









According to which I have derived the values of ?rr^4r^xt^1CY^<*^xr
recorded in Table (19).
Primitive Equation Y^	 Primitive Equation
r	 f4 ^^' 44 1^^ +ra k6%a 6{r	 /,('	 - ^4 +4
+f'ON 7 0010+1,009. 1 ': ^^I,Ofijp +401 ♦ ♦0,101
.^ to 40.0%4	 40,01+ +I oq +0,Mb 0 48,I11
	 40,O2t	 +0,101 owes . 0




y0 +0,A4	4 "'	 +III •-O,OIS.O "Art 40 r04LOI ^O,M s 0
r0 44811 4011, +r/I/ -I,I2/.I	 .4411r)	 +1,017 -1,100 -0,009 s





1e +GjOi -0/33	 +O.00fJIJIf^i fey -4.112 .jey r0
+I 4r -013 -0,010 +00%S.0 ' +l U0, 40.1ir -0,002 -IAN e 0
to toeI /eoo r^I^+ojir.0 *001, %loo _ 40'"r:rir: f
/0r -4449

















lie -off	 -0.133 -0"004 40,014s0	 4#130)	 -4"o	 +0/0/	 "Si





+0,003 4f,0I f./	 +/ft3 '$0/Y	 -^bf I,glr
/fir/ -o.Jti4 +o34f h ,W +0101 .I	 4y.t_ ff -t 1)4	 +0110/ f00%. 0
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according to which g 2 and h 2 of the immediately following table
(19) are computed. The results of our computations are therefore the
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Now I turn to a check of the above coefficients g, h of the
theory against the observations.	 First of all, with their help, I
have computed the coefficients k, 1, m, K, L, M of cosna and sinna
k,
b•
of the series which represents X, Y and Z, and have compared them
	
^	 i
with the observed k, 1, m, K, L, M of the above Tables (5),	 (6)
j and (7).	 The result of this work is compiled in the following
table.	 This table contains in Gaussian units of the third decimal
° place the average deviation (i.e., the average of the differences
ti. between calculation and observation, taken without regard for their
signs ±) of the values of the quantities k, 1, m, K, L, M calculated
- according to the theory from the values concluded from the observa-
^•
itions in our above Tables 	 (5),	 (6) and (7):
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f are the averages of all 17 (observed) values of the coeffi- /27
cients k, 1, m, K, L, M of cosna and sinna, disregarding the signs,
and they are given in Tables (5), (6) and (7). Accordingly, the
average is:
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Thus, through consideration of PV the difference between theory
and observation is reduced in sum by 53, and through consideration
of PVI , the difference is reduced by a further 20 points, whereas
PVII no longer increases the agreement between computation and obser-





through PIV (Erman-Petersen, Neumeyer-Petersen, Quintus Teilus),
nor P I through PV (A. Schmidt) are sufficient for the representation
of the terrestrial magnetic large scale phenomena. Now if we
assume that the average value of cosnl and sirna = 1/2, and if we
insert the value ±24 into the horizontal row P IV of Table (20) under
5X, = the -j! of the same vertical column, while necessarily neglect-
ing entirely the terms with cos5X and sin5X with their mean amount
±24, then on the average the mean deviation F of an X, Y, or Z, cal-
culated by the theory, from the corresponding quantity determined by
the magnetic chart (the observed X, Y or Z) is as follows:
when using	 •.
from p', up to AZ	 fir-.401it inssian units
^ ? •	 /	 Tir s 3 tk7f7
	Excluding the 15 coefficients
	 and A;" or 
PVII, 
and with
the help of the remaining 48 values g, h of Table (19), and the
numerical coefficients of cosna and sinnX in the above equations
(X) o , (Y) o , (Z) o , (X) l , (Y) l , ( Z ) 1 5 (x) 2 , (Y) 2 1 (Z),, (X) 3 , (Y)3,
(Z) 3 , I have derived the following equations (2i), (22) and (23) in
which the terms with cos6X, sin6X, cos7X, sin7X are neglected, since
they are small and uncertain.
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With the aid of the equations (21), (22) and 23), I have com-
puted the following tables (24), (25) and (26) for the components X,
Y and Z, and from them I have derived the values of the declination
6, the horizontal intensity T, and the inclination i, according to












TABLE (24) for the northern component X
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For u = 0 1
 or the astronomical North Pole, X = 0. 3737 sin(a+31059')
For u = 180 0
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TABLE (25) for the western component Y
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For u = 0 or the astronomical North Pole Y = 0.3737cos(X+31 059')
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 or the astronomical South Pole Y = 1.2753sin(a+1509'),
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TABLE (25) for the western compones_c Y
dI /f0-
 /4117 Of. too t/% I/%-$tts 1311 f10- tH,Y off Ago
a. y	 y	 Y y
	 IF	 0 y	 011* !6	 IFly
0	 46
-1;117 - 44100 1.ur -0111) a uu -4.41 -e•I► •e•u«An .••dr••A•f+•1411
f	 +!r -4331 -4)10 .4w 'AW-1641 ,0111 ,0,nd -OA!•1,4h 00,0/S "WIT N,/41
/0	 +10 -43f1 airy-•0 !141 -r,)N-t)q-om ^tfJ.•,!)i^/i) -0,011«,01110A1r
It
	 +) -mu xm- !0 .0.4,M -04M .0.91 -111-1	 .R -0 I -•I	 0
f0 /y/ -oms, -atof-*,/11 -•,419- /rt-I*)




-4361-#Mf-sift ./,dU-0)It y1tiJ •bm-0,)11.1113 -r,tsJ-0,411 -4,11!
01 .• 94-4	 -• -•>	 4)14 f	 -•. -•	 I'-0	 f"
f.F 4+f -0,1114,4141-nat -#Agri-014-0,70 -4701-4)10 .47)1 -0,411-44111-4311
to 00 -/,W-001-,61) -I d)ia,>q-4ri^ -4)11-0,140 4 11 -4111-043 -b)ff
ff +3d -1,411-4M-464f -0,43/ ••,tJ4-/if1 -0 r-0011!-4110 -1016/-4171-4111
60 +30 -•.r01am-0173 -v#",rfr-#,lK -•,0)f-mo-o ; mr-4f)f -osi
4r 4-It -O.t/l IS4 -1177 -4s31-4417 -0 tt -4171-040 -oAr -0,414.0,»4-.4t
70 4110 -011-0,161 4Mf
7f +,r -0,f1/-0!!7 .0.017 -0,111-0,td4 a,11) -444)-410-4f0 -Or4f-01Wr-0,4101
!o 41/0 -4,r;l-849 .041 -O.+41.0,!!1 a)tf ,Irr.410f^,If7 -4,r/f -4fsl-0,mt
!r +f -,f Y7-O.11y 44tf -e0f-4))41-d310 -l.l1;-01/7-0,460 -O,ff>-IAO,I,JN
! 0 -4139-4110 -44M -011 .0	 -• -0.1-114466 -L40
if -r -001-44111-011 -0,1)41-x,!041-0311 -q))!-4YO)-413! -0,413-O,r1)H,riy
/00 -/I -4^3.Ir47 64111 rhdL-41!!-4 -43!41-I,Y/y-e4A 17,4!3-brio.e)y/
lot -19 -0,des-O3y>-001)1 ,001!,0-4411 4,119 -e.11) •illf-44i1 -IS1ld,r)r.461r
//0 -t0 -0.43)-0,610-0.f)1 .0,117-014 .0461 -OArt-e,1>/-4f0i -O,rdL-O,tlY^0,4)1
& f
-0	 -er	 -e1 b9Y,0 •r-04146 .040 -•,67)-0,)11
120 -30 4417-0614 .0116
-oCfS-4fly-0411 1 -tr/f-O,r41-4411! Rt41-4,)3f-00!11
/!f -3f 101-odd +tti1 -0,t13^,r61-01410 -0,4133-0Jft-4tlf -00)1,0-411)-41,141
n o -11 yoy-0ltlb-46411 •4iH-0,!11 .411! -ov-4jrAm .#mi 4in4fr3
l3f
-9f X617-6,[X-4437 -1,10-0/04-f06 ,0.41f-I,gf-Oat• -0,141)-4f•r-1,010
110 -f0 -O,ifd-1111-0 41 -04 -0 10,0 1)f -#p, -47 141-4110 -f916-100 -/If1
lff Sf 4,0.141617-0,630 -413)-4111-0,67! -0,)lf'0,7fi-441» -4173,-/,fq 60111
lII -40 -Otdl-0Jf4-414) -a qo+,411-4711 -+,741-x,111-•,f3) -b•13-//Of-G/4t
its -bf -x0!13-x117 4tW -OtrO•Id91-b)r9 fii-I,f06-4 f1/ -/,073,-1,141-/0111
/40 -y0 -O,Nr-IStf-4ffl -0,it4^y)3-0117 -10!11-•fiS.lA11 -ld/1-10/11-/,Ul
/6f
-Vt -1 0	 r -0061 -•1
	 -01st f)t,0117	 1 . w	 [f -/14
17p -t•-0,)77-0A9)-ONO
-1,7/6-O,t//,-O,fy ,f01 10/44-4/!) -i l7i ^/1t /114
of -_ -oin-Omt-0,410 ,)If-e,K).•Ild)
-torlwt3-N7f ,1/!-,111341-iflr
I to -10-4)33-04)/ ./t4a -0,riW,f11-/d/1 -I,lll-lhf-/,13L -1016!-1,1141-►fif
/ti. /Wr lu 101j ad
	






TABLE (25) for the western component Y
A S 	 l7;t S#f J tor t 144'	 30x 1/J' 1113 311' 331f SW W
+0,k1+4tIt+4J «ex1K K3MI^ H Ntq+<1»+Rlef #0604372+04
r +Il +4l3l+4344+4171 +4!1)44,4!/ f4!/e N,t19N11lN,fJ► +4/07+4•ri++su
l0 off 1304l,Ut+4f!> 014417)H00 0,0944,613HA37 ",00/H,ffJ40"
It +7J +/j! 10 !40404 x41+00 I	 4 H7 fN	 +e 717 "jd1:htLu&SL
10 470 .I/9ri4l1f+44fy {IfLli0L7/44,7x/ i4)J/.e,>f)+dfil' 147144#A314#jg
if 1(r +4elt+0A&) 11,434 000+0A9710,717 1{313+403044/33 1#7JI146714W
l0 iN +4014 +r it3N,Iq Hf)IN,71t+e,»f N,1y1/4f!}y,IIL +0,7}314)0) ##A*it 4008+0131006341
40 if1 -00	 +) }1143!) H.r/I+3	 {307x4 44/1 +45'7 441» M,t30	 !0 yLu,
ft +IC -0,/f4+o,K0H,l Gy +RyJ>H,c11+47)f +41e1+0,K7+4riG Ieft0+4,71J1e,)/j
f0 + y1 -42b-4/0)44}03 +0,391+4rr7+0,J1) 10,7f144,f4a+o +416110ft1N,>Jr
fr +3r -I,t(y-0,031+0117 44313+0*11#011 4401443.111+0,113 +019#06040101
N +30 -0,314-4/J yHA47 +0,lld0JJjMSVr H,L7l+I,7a)+O,iGr i010)N,IIrIRIL1
if +If +1 31+030 H44! HLIG447f1+3 J +0	 !
76 +10 -0,391-^lGi-O,/// 4 4@494 *9403V IorA+1,716.A13t Half +0,P)M p)r +If -41o1r-43/9-0,1et H,ffMtfe
If +/I -1,9x4-433S-01,}43-O,/1f14e37+dttL +0.f1J+0i1G+4117 1410j+/,01ty4011
If +j -1,1014 -I,It4-0,331 .410fr.0y4HJ+S 0,JG6+0d1GH,)lf 4011+40)31411)
!1 0 -4ft1 -oy l -0401 a,!> -oll b,01G ",31/40,t4744141 44ftf K01L 	 IL/
!r -j ,Odfl -#,r3/-4S9r 31Y-0,lafM,02t .tcf+45'/1+4744 H,tlr+A*Jt+{070
100 /0 ,601 -0.ja6-O.fla-0,/-0.t0Jd,0tS H.l1110,:INe,1/G ,fN+4011140H
TIP -/f tf3-+LIL 01,45'! ,y7/-4ill e1i! +OJfl+4fJ/iO.Lfl N,r7L+644}4490
//0 -J0 7/3-0,30)-earl
f-4001,711
,f!!-0314!-o,/^I Ni/f3+0,1H+ 0u1 H,Ify 4991#4Aft
I/P -Jr 777-017!0 H.a/! 404440H.
/to -JO -0,10 -4#09-0,78) -o,Lff-0,4q -4tod I+,e94+1.1111or10 #0710 +0,99140,1"
/if -3r m)-1,lq-otrr -e,111-10x/1-B,ut+40n++,ilrl+r3 y ► 7u+417"41L4
I)► -4• ,9»-0,Y14 -ea1) -0,77j-O,f7l-OSlO -0,0f7H1lIM.h! H,p3+1,It71t713'if
-4f w4ml -1110! -0177 ,1I3roA31-0)11 ^prH/a44.tfr aLIJH,ri31ba7j
140
-r1 //	 -/ Ot	 01 -01 -0,01-01ri -0	 NIi II fIL M LftNtll
l+f -rf ,Ir! -I./V -/,061 ,!3/-0,741-tft) .101)1-/0!!44{3 Wr+4rf3+471r
Iro -40 ,/ aG -1 /ll -l 0 l L ,yL4 .0Jf1-e tlr -0,3t>-0,/41#0 0a ^H31L+eA11±40WIff -Lr -t2ol 1.374 -/,//y ,llG-oily-I U! 4!!-elJ/HNL /1+41+'-'^I,IJf
/N -70 ,!0)-I/)ti -/,/1f
-5'!!6-Jtfl-+,Glt -yY!/-Ilfo-I,eh t///Itll714Uq
141 -Yr - /	 -1131 -r 70 -e !	 >e -0	 -1 +a A, H
171	 -11 -l/jL'/lY:-1,17j I y)7-i0f)a,7H ,fbi-0314-0!!0 .0fr+0,l3LM,10L
17f -5'f 1M .4. 10-11077 •,llh 4/)X-0,70X ,r!)-0,41/-4171 1If+4047+4114Ito 
-i0 -/,311 -41)7-4,10 1 .0/1-0,744.1,7)+ 0134-0414-OaIV /Lf +{Nti0j1/





TABLE (26) for the vertical component Z
-%a
 f-	 TF /r tl t	 70'	 37,f ♦r	 rf r N - I;r 7r- P!"r
r.rfo+rrte+lrn*Itrf+rrn+rrto.tfp.rrn.rrn+rJH•rtr•+rrn
r +tJ 0,461+rlto+r,4tl .r, •ft +ryiyc•+r +f,►n+ras+r ►» +rrrt•rsif 4000)
/I +/S +rlft+rtl7+tarf +r,»l +flf7•rpt0 +t)iy +r,7r,+ryft +rqi+rrlf+rl7l
R 47.r toff +r 	 a tf +t/otK1,11 #410 my gies emit. +r,Ir6 +trts4rn
It 00 +rft3+4,f1,0+4f1f +t!►)++lf4 •rAh +r,Rt+t,)i1+r,3N +r,►lt+rtif+rtn
It Kr k»1+4,7f7+4,t[t ♦i)fiN,lff+^ltt +l,M) 1,r, 1ti+8!,!)) +6,100+t,§W+t$w1-, +tt +y 6tyM,fff++4K H,t))M,tft44)60 y f)♦+lffl+rl^t +rlH+r77f+0,101J! +rt +4,463+f►ft+rltf+4ytl +onf rUrlf r►^IfHdfr+^f)t +1,n3+rt1,••b311
NO +r1 ++.fl1+Rlf0++ V 4416 K
	
K 1 ♦y +ylHrf/+y6lt +► f/ +timmly
ff +fr +yell+3,fr703110 +),fIL+^K3+♦Alr ftlh+#,UAO,317 +0,+4)4$,184118
r0 +fN +),)It+),Lto+3Jir 3614+31>N1nf +3)o6r77ff+3,)K +for yl,0•4t)l
tr +3r fL311+7,iO3+V2# 0,0043,11st0m +7,10+7,219+1,313 +3,010,414+3,)A
to +31 +l,ifrH,ttl+Ltq +ffrr+:,r»+A$)f 41,434rl,)orms) +rrlt+ Ulf +3nt
If +	 > ♦ K919+01fN + !f	 ♦ I! 1
70 44 71 1,13) H,fNH1411 +113 It 41AII W's It r/l/r+l7 if+iyff +4et)+Ef[f+/,itf
If +1,3' +!,!4)r1,003H;1ff +0•4)94t tlC.tpl +GL/f+r6y4r03lf +^>►640,6/fN,f/t
10 +/e 40701+0h1y+•,/;1f +1:040-0,0µ.0,07f -0,010-0061 .0,040 44NlM1e0+e/4I
Its +t +00 -013411il -bf^e-/LLi-0716 -1,110 •I7r)M,7hy -^Y/1 -0,641-#"
f1 -e 1i-I Id	 ,ffi =Illy -1	 -0161 -174.1,10 - -iffy-/ r ath
1r -f -0,791-1,/N-/,)fy -I,I,101,)r!-/,ttl -t pis 4901-tptr -Ipto-,of#-off






-/,132-/,7fk-1,/lS -1,169-107-lv= .1,131-1,71•-3,1,/f -),It!-f,/1,J'-),1,U//I -!1 -/,96161,31-2,01 -sc ►) -l, isy-l,•!t-S,/)L-),301-1,60)
-3,401-p13-1,401
J' -if -i,!t/^I,DSdy3y AIJf 1 6 )-1,464 -069 -3r 7 -3.71,t -3111 -	 _+dtf
1,!1 -lo -)A7I-lfirr-tf2e -1,ena!)1a,1u -3141-hilt -1-91 -4604-gtfr-;3)y
lit -is -i^u-3416 ,66:r -3.0 -11864,!n -*N)-+,OH-4117139 -11 -1,6 63.11!)-1/8`1 -3,114-lttl-3,>t ► -J.fa-fIfs-yyl -ffry-46q•fsgtlit - 48` -aiLL -1,ef1 .3,f7 -3,47>.3,6)) -3/e7 'ie)l
-tt4l -yytl -}Lf7 -ftJt• -1,061/to - t1 -huh-^fL-74fS
=qt y )ftG_yil -yy, !-4.-00-4!0 -4)8`) -r,►oy-r,12V
^4f^tf
-,1 yy-3,1t1.3,)^f -I,fIC-441-66/r -4,316 -y tt6-ftl/ -4111-0,114-twi
Ito -410 -1,161-Y!)f
.lut -f,/tt -1614-y w/ -`m-y,7t! 6137 -rin-130-rot
I3•r -K -4,ui-41i1-1,311









-061 4543 -rm -rrlt-t,narin -4 fie ZA'01 -4/8`7
4,I4r-t,.râ -rler/10 -!o -0it-00 4,sift -L !f!-tstt-+Jil -4116-6si^-476! -4Jls-tall-43a
JI e,
	 7"r let	 7i	 77;0 o, to	 1' 6);s >r• ter
/3$
42
OF POOR QUALf) V
TABLE (26) for the vertical component Z
As to 	 !!a /0Y // l / f 11;
^
/	 104S /M" /f!7 1dr 1	 r
'zK	 qr	 If
	
if s z	 z :	 %	 %
I' tll W0411tr0+Ujs 4rjre+ttlt+t, K.rro.rrr•+r/t* ,rll+V1*4m,
r	 +!f +rn3+6nl+rta +ryrrsif0+rt}t +luf+r,g4Mtt! +444 0.034001
10	 +0/ +G</t «ltfl+rtlt «t7li+lall+r,>q •t,)JO +r,)lf+rjt/ rx3+t xt+t)ff
If	 +u	 Ir	 +r,7fr +r7r	 + «r) +n r+rYx r7	 +r	 ♦ ^
10 00 44411 400 4014 0M +r,»f+r,)1'Hr»f I;t7y+ttN+Sf3t'
!f +t +rj)1 +t.»3+r,)J1 +rj0l+taty +l,7r/ 1rtfr•rq)+rtn $fq+lumfu
sr '+t +rler+rne+rau !r;)l4+rcH+rt1! +,rri «tbtt+r)tr gut+rj7yldl+r
30, irr +rfflrrn)+rju +rrf»r,+rl+qlf! +r!»+rn3+r,+.I +,gt+ttt/+4^ft
fl ip rf I>t+l) +1.304 +9,1>t*J10 +r 7 +Ylfl++)li
	
N 4r! N I)N+e
ff +41 +00++f13+603 +i:21I+4,t1t+4,9,)1+49,0>K311+4/ir ^ieffHft)Nllt
It ++0 .4,311",444+011 +4;45M149+f;11 +t+tt+)14r+7t4 4VIOWISW91
ff +Sr +3,110r3,llt+714/ 3,y/1+3,111+7,t 1nh3,101+l)I1+a/ft 3,IIt+^Nl+aN1
60 +L r ),/fi+J,lU+3,114 Jd/rr41)f+JJ/3 +1,1f1 +l,)ft+tt)! Lt10 +lt4l+;131
9,f +9,f r his rf +i9,tr 1tr4+2 I07rt 10 +13710!1Jt+lNf ! 1r+! t	 n
)0 +11 ♦/,)7+ H,f>!+/,lfl /.f61'+If49,+/j)t i/,>t1+ltf>+/,t4r ;t<t+vrll+tpj)r +/l +/,er3+l/10 W,211 41,10+44469411 +J,/U+/,q^+I,/e/ ,fiy+/,t+)N,IIf
10 +/0 +u,:9,4+I,ul 40,f>3 .rlt«.r4er0tft +4 f9+0t/1+fnt MAOF+0)ItMj1r
if ♦t -0.f)t-03Yy-0,179,  ,103+0/9,++0,11.
Iff 0 -1.203-01 -1.011 -*fS -0.969-0 if -till-0.11 -4 -0 1-0690
fl -S
_1.191-liu-/,)t+ i^ulall+-^te> -ltoj-041-1mr - 341-1713-i0ll690 // -1,rst-9,$09, -1,46! 1414-fiV3-1131/ •1,u+-1,w4/01 ltn-!,»t-dm.(If -/f
-3,l!)-1J31ti,q ) 3,H1-3, l4r-3/39,
-
1/01 )B111.1)/1 -9,,x)-1n1-t44r
110 -10 44% -3,)06 -XVS3
 
3,101-3,1ir-)j4) MN -040.3,11! 1+rf-4169-3701
L -i -+./n-tfu4-4
	 5 -4)	 -441-i'me tw-9394-hkM +pr-399,7
110 -)0
-4,r/0 4F12-+,Yh -+'WI -1A9,1-t trl -stft -Nfrd-4/9,l tit>) -4,+9,f-!t+!
Af -3l -+j!) -PAM-5777
I-S,013-401-06
-1339,.9,413-1,11 -srlt-5,411-J 741 Utl-+^6e-tYh.
qt -40 1146)-tin-s,117-9,901-J,tCl-t,)+> -frtf-f,3y/-l/tr
1)r -4r -T,11)-t'ru-pis tyl't-93.41-t/rl-llli-t.lfl-9,9,9,4 -f,Ht-jYtt'tr)t
140 - 0 -T,4s4 tA13-S,01 -Ijr7-400-4.340 -4 1-43)+ A M 4,201 -6	 f-1,
hs. -rr -f, f!)-Sj/t -&,Olt -4 W7.4117 -1y443 -679,9,)-1it31^,4M 6,ik) -47))-413,00
-t1 -f,)9,) -ry)e-i/!1 l,tfo.t,43) -9,,sf -t 4// -9,,ty/ 9,699, 9,11-tJt;-tj/f
it; -9,f -11117-4,KO.G,itl -63W^+f/-^t71- 44)9,-9,,713-^YSI ,)+f-9,719,)-i9,!'
q0
-)o -t,!»-6,Hr-4119, •44Y1.4jroi,tf) -6,>or-9, )6)-49,9,3 {.rr! ^6,t3s^t3t
I f -) -11 S _ !f .t -Lyt0-41r •4317 .l )9,t i r4)-Lull t4t_I^1H-39,9,1
^0	 -10 ^a1t1-1,347-4041 -4Sf)-9,.99,E-t,lt> .4,WS.i,)3/-4,7)1 -+,691-6.11y-4ff1
1)f -17	 -t,3tf-4.3!).^0}t -4,h)4 LSJi -t.f4 ,0Y!-I^ttf-^►t
1 10	 -to -9,,71E-011 =4.311 -t 331-4.79,1- 9,,39,3
I,,f)t:0*-6,611
T'll c,Jtt-4six tjil -4114.4731%






TABLE (26) for the vertical component Z	 /4o
A •	 /0,e' 11%), Ifl too 1/I 1h 1/J Ila 140. 10it lt! 24%1
0 . If +.ty+rtsi+tyre +.rrre.rr "S'M +SM0jrl44,rro +srre+4,rr++lot*
1	 +er 411)1.+t,>ot+r)+) 400+004+r,Hr 44,7et+SS/r+r,4K 0,.[)t+[,[[34401/e	 NI rr,»;41,))1+.)1[ Mnj+rlet+slN +tlN+.gf+rlK +1,10+t,Yfe44ff;
It	 +Yr + )1444>ti+r> "s	 +J [t ♦ 	 +	 +0,j +r	 +!f I+r
10 +)e +s0,»+rery .Q[I[ +r,)g+l,)fl+S.itl+rfvy  601'+[,I91+40"
It +0,r +ry»+rtr).iref +r,A13+r.+)3+f,)X +t,!!/+tf!]KA>! +00 44413+4100
if +40 +441+02+Wd ".34+1,413+S49 40" +40104M +[0,)y+[,1MUll
Jr ill 44,1/1++,I)j4lf>! +t1..µ1,[t)"J43740 t /f t1,101+09 +Ut)+1jtj#4]q
40 4$0 +44340r1t+ft / +4)f	 )	 ni +010 +r	 + 0	 #9,1ft +
0,1 +Oi +4,04irf lfl+file + frl+kli)+$if3 M/Y/ +J,3ey+l f$ +V0 +00%*(04
PO +40 +3,Iy3+j,KIN,f;f +i,IY[+4,ft4tkfiy +yNl+kfl;+r/0,f +1;410+1,[It+/:)r1
ft 431 +3,1f)+^7ff+),t[i +1)54+3,1f4+t,1)/ ikt4l+ffilM)n t4,f4/+f/tt+$ltf
4e fie t11^r"le:o+3!l) a71t+3yYf43,[x, +31)6 ";1[3+4/[t +k)fr+fue+w»,
40, 41r +}t[1+t.4ll+t>M +	 I/+ a/]+J !0 .J 1)f+7 t +	 r +7»4+1010 ## 44)0 +lI +1,033+1/10+;712 +l/Jf+; t/)+lSi[ +;<[y+;))f4lftt +J /Otijljj+;Nl
YS +/r Us11+4YI001110 +/,63+11"	 Loll +kort"V0+4268 glit tff[144)11
t0 +10 +IeJl+1/104.11) t1Jto+/,jf[+I,f/i t403#wfr+1S4t +/,[II M,,f37+Gfrf
17` it 0.44+04S+0,41i 400+011440tt3 40,10;+04044 0,3 #jYj 44tn+44ltSe - 4001 teat04e	 +00 0447t4,OJ	 RAW +131 +047/++ >/
0,l -i' -Iatf-a)/Y-0404 -r 11-0,4n-1,yt/ -O,y4t-Ifq-ol>[ 0,306.0,101-0,04Yloo -10
-A ttl -/1331-4444 -/f>Sil/Y-r,IX -/1014-tell-0.04f -1H4-t)ri-dttfAr -it -11220-t,err-4116
_110t-x;33) -081
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If when interpolating X, Y or Z, from the above Tables (24),
(25) and (26), we consider only the first difference, then in 3_ndi-
vidual cases the error of X, Y, Z thus found can rise to at most







TABLE (27) for the magnetic declination, 6	 /42
For u = 0 0 or the astronomical North Pole 6 = 58°1'- a
For u = 180 1
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TABLE (29) for the horizontal intensity, V.
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When interpolating any of the values 6 or i of the above	 /54
tables (27) and (28) and using only the first differences while
neglecting the higher differences, then the error seldom exceeds 0.10;
only in the neighborhood of the magnetic pole does it become greater,
especially in the case of the error in S. The interpolation of the
horizontal intensity, T, from table (20) will yield a result exact
to within ±0,001 in most cases, if only the first difference is con-
sidered.
The position of the magnetic pole of the Earth is found most
precisely from tables (24) and (25) for X and Y, which were computed
from the theory, since both the latter must together equal zero at
the poles, because there the horizontal intensity %. P°• vanishes,
and the lines on which X and Y = 0 intersect near the terrestrial
pole at angles which differ very little from 30 0 (cf., e.g., the
Atlas of the Earth's magnetism). By this method, I found for'the
coordinates:
Latitude Longitude
of the magnetic North Pole +69°57'	 262045'
of the magnetic South Pole - 73 0 45'	 153°0', with an uncertainty of
±15',
Latitude	 Longitude
for the magnetic North Pole +70 0 30'	 262 120'
for the magnetic South Pole - 73 0 39'	 146015'
The longitude and latitude of the magnetic North Pole„ and also the
latitude of the South Pole are almost the same according to both
determinations (valid for the year 1885); on the other hand, the j
longitude of the magnetic South Pole according to my computation by
means of the theory is about 7° greater than according to Neumayer's j
,i
chart:	 which may well be due mainly to an error in the chart. The fact that'.,'
in the latter the position of the South Pole is incorrectly entered it
is proved by the large differences = 6 r - 6 0 of the immediate follow-
ing table (30) which appear in the vicinity of the magnetic South Pole.
58
6r of table (30) is the declination given in table (27) and
computed with the help of 46 coefficients; o£. the above equations
(21), (22), (23) and 6 c
 is the declination of the Neumayer chart
according to the above table (1). Likewise the quantities Ai = i r
-ib and AT = Tr - T  are respectively the differences between the
inclination it of table (28) computed according to the theory cf.
equations (21), (22), (23), or between the horizontal intensity Tr
of table (29), and that of Neumayer's chart--ib or Tb.
Since the local anomalies do not appear on Neumayer's charts,
	 /57
the remainders 6r - 6b , it - ib
 and Tr - Tb consist essentially of
two parts: 1) of the terrestrial anomaly which is due to disturbing
magnetic masses, occurring on or very near the surface of the Earth
and not lying much too close to the place of observation, and 2) of
systematic and chance errors of the charts used by me based on obser-
vationsl).
According to Dr.-Neumayer's calculations (cf. page 20 of the
text to his Atlas), in the temperate latitudes and tropics, there
appear for 6r-6b values from +6 0 to -6 0 . On the contrary, according
to my calculations, table (30), within the latitudes +50 0 and -500,
the quantity 6r-6b varies only between the limits +2.8 0 (a=1200,
^=-50 0 ) and -2.1 0 (a=240 0 ,E = 0 0 ); for the prepond?rant majority,
however--for about 200 or the 264 points contained in table (30)--
between the latitudes +50 0 and -50 0 and the longitudes 0 0 to 3600
the quantity 6r-6b is smaller than a degree, and in the average of
these 264 points without regard to sign, 6r-6b = ±0.69 0 = ±41.41.
From latitude +60 0 to +90 0 , this quantity grows toward the north,
1) The elements 6, i, T actually observed by us are,when we proceed
from the Gaussian theory,the sums of three parts: 1) the term, G,
which the theory yields, 2) the terrestrial anomaly A and 3) the
local anomaly, a, which I called the "local deviation" in my
earlier papers, and which usually for 6 and i is ±1'5' and for T =
±T/100, but in many cases can attain any arbitrary quantity. To
compute 6, 1, T, we form the sum G-A + a, where A represents the
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however, principally towards the northern magnetic pole (a = 2630,
^ _ +70 0 ), where, according to Table (30), the greatest deviation
in the northern hemisphere, below longitude 270 1 and latitude +700
amounts to +14.1 1 , while Prof. Neumayer gives -25 0 as the greatest
value of 6r - 6b for the location a = 270 0 , ¢ _ +1.5 0 , for which I
obtain +5 1 by interpolp.tion from my table (30).
Nevertheless, no very great significance is to be attributed to
large deviations of 6 r - 6 b in the neighborhood of the magnetic pole
since there the declination changes very rapidly--almost disconti-
nuously--and even a small local disturbing cause may evoke a consider-
able deflection of the compass needle due to the weakness of the
horizontal force.
In the vicinity of the magnetic pole 8 r - 6b is much greater than
near the magnetic North Pole, according to (30), which may well be
attributable mainly to the calculation of the erroneous position of
the South Pole in the chart. As regards the discrepancies in inclin-
ation between theory and observation, the quantities i t - I  are some-
what smaller near the pole, according to table (31), than in the
middle and lower latitudes; values for i t - ib , from 5° and -40,
which Prof. Neumayer has found (page 20 of the text of the Atlas) do
not appear in our table (31): most such differences in (31) are
smaller than 1 0 . Only once do we encounter +3.8 0 at longitude 1801
and latitude +20 1 , and if we disregard the two poles, then the mean
of the 408 value of i t - I  = ±0.686 1 _ ±41.21.
For the deviations Tr - T  of the horizontal intensity Tr cal-
culated by means of the theory from the T  taken from the chart,
according to table (32), the same values recur at all longitudes and
latitudes; only in the southern latitudes -70° and -80 0 are they	 /58
especially large, which is clearly caused by systematic errors of
all the 408 locations of table (32) Tr - T  = ±0.056 Gaussian units
or circa 1/40, i.e., 2-1/2% of the horizontal intensity T, if we





The deviations 6r - 6b , it - ib , Tr - T  on the tables (30),
(31), (32) have for the most part a systematic, rather than chance,
character since they do not often suddenly change their sign, but a
series of positive signs follows a series of negative signs and,
conversely, which must be ascribed in part to the wide distribution
of significant, extensive (terrestrial) anomalies and in part also
to the systematic errors of the charts which I have used as a basis
for the theory.
If we wanted an even closer connection between theory and obser-
vation by assuming the presence of vertical electrical currents 1),
generated by rotation of the magnetic terrestrial sphere, and going
from the air into the Earth and, conversely, in meridional closed
paths, then we may set the quantity t o of our above table (6) / 0,
provided that we regard the currents solely as a function of the
latitude, ^, but not of the longitude, X. t o is derived from obser-
vation, and should be 0 according to the Gaussian potential theory
of magnetic masses. Then, according to table (6), the deflecting
force of the currents would be directed into the meridians from the
astronomical North Pole toward the east to latitude +20°, from there
to latitude -55° toward the west, and from there to the South Pole,
again toward the east. In order to remove the accidental errors from
to = Ay as far as possible, I have derived the table (6) a from (6)
by means of a curve and thereby the changes A6  from 6 r , ATr from Tr,
and Air from ir , resulting from Ay = l o , calculated according to the
formulas (33):
*F* I _ 
X17 ^^J^c 7l.l .tf ^! taf ^— /w! iiiiii,^Ti
TABLE (6)a
fps ♦b• i)4• 1 (/•^f0•KO^r]I^bjl^/0/^-p•-=I•-)1•^41•JI•^4^aI•-f4•
".A. •I,UM,gI -f NI •RIII-41/1-4fiv Of  iI,N 4/I/N^IIINN7MAI^11111'N,dlY,11j^IM•I,pt
Hertz: "On Induction in Rotating Spheres", inaugural disserta-
tion, Berlin University, 1880, and
Dr. A. Bauer: "Vertical Earth-Air Electric Currents" in the
journal "Terrestrial Magnetism". University of Cincinnati, Ohio,
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TABLE (26) for &7.=fiall^in Gaussian units of the second	 /62
decimal place
Since only the western component Y changes on the average of
all values of Table ( 6) a by Gy = 0.017, but the forces X and Z
remain the same, then if T signifies the entire intensity, TAT =
TAT = ,y Ay, due tc X2 + Y2 = T 2 , and Z 2 + T 2 = T 2 , and since on the
average for the entire terrestrial surface Y = 0.5, T = 5.0, and
T = 2, it follows on the average that AY/Y = 1/30, while AT = (1/10)
.Y, ^T = 1/3000, and furthermore AT = 1/4AY and ^T = 1 /500. The
influence of possible electrical currents on Y and on the declination
is still perceptible, p n the entire intensity T it is, however,
almost zero; likewise, it is very small with respect to i and i, as
can be seen from the immediately following tables ( 34), (35) and
(36), which are computed with the help of formulas (33) and Table
(6) a . Finally, it should also be noted that
table ( 30) a
 is obtained by summation of tables ( 30) and (34)
table ( 31) a 	" it	 if
	 (31) and (35)
table ( 32)a
	
It 	 it	 it
	 (32) and (36)
By putting in the corrections 06 r , Air and AT  due to t o into
the differences 6 r - 6b , it - ib and Tr - Tb of Tables ( 30), (31)
and (32), 6r - 6b fall from ±41 . 4' to ± 38.6' accordingly on the
average for the locations between the latitudes +50 0 and -50 0 , and
it
 - ib
 falls from ±41.2' to 40.6' on the average for the entire
terrestrial surface, and likewise Tr
 - T  falls from ±0.054 to ±0.053
on the average for all values of table ( 32). Hence, through the
assumption of vertical electrical currents the agreement between
theory and observation is increased very little.
The small amor.nts of the corrections A6 
r5 Air and AT r , computed
according to formulas ( 33) with the help of table (6) compiled









II HOW THE THREE TERRESTRIAL MAGNETIC ELEMENTS ARE RELATED 	 /62
TO EACH OTHER
At any point of space the effect of the Earth's magnetism is
determined by three mutually independent quantities which specify
the direction of the needle (6, 1) and the force acting upon it
(T or.y).
However, if we consider the magnetic elements at locations,
all of which lie on the surface of a s phere (the Earth), than not all
three, but only two, can be independent of each other, and conse-
quently, there must exist a relationship between them since all are
phenomena on a spherical surface, varying with the location, which
depend on two mutually independent variables, as which longitude and
latitude usually serve. The same holds also if the Earth is regarded
as a rotational ellipsoid.
Hence, if 6 andj7,are known for a large part of the Earth's sur-
face, we can compute the inclination, i, and if i and -7 are given
for the greater paPt of the Earth's surface, we can find the declina-
tion, 6, for the entire surface of the Earth. This is evident, e.g.,
in our above numerical equations (X) o , (Y) o , (Z) o' M l$ (Y) 13 (Z)13
(X) 2 , (Y) 23 (Z)2, ... from which we have computed the coefficients g,
h of the theory, while X and Y are found with the help of the two
quantities 6 and "%[ , and Z is obtained from 1 and .'r-. From X
alone, as well as from Y alone, we could have derived all 63 values,
g,h. Also by means of Y, we can find all coefficients g, h except
for the 7 unknowns	 49 to"r.o 4•• :o	 For a complete knowledge
of all the effects of terrestrial magnetism on and outside of the
Earth's surface, it is not the case, as Gauss asserts in paragraph 20
of his work, that knowledge of X or it for the entire terrestrial
surface is necessary, but rather so many values of X or Z, that the
coefficients of the theory according to the equations (X) o , (Y)o,






In his "General Theory of the Earth's Magnetism", paragraph 	 /63•
15, page 139, Gauss has given the relationship between X and Y the
form
Y a J- f r"was ^d^ do
Now, we can set up yet another relationship between the deriva-
tives	 J/ OJT and
	
or also between lJd, 
	
6,4
in which, as before,	 signifies the entire intensity. According
to Gauss (cf. his works, page '142),Xe-rq •«/ ^^-r—
hence from equation (
1), 4a .-dT. 
and from equation ( 2)	 7A tin 
On substituting equation (2) into equation (1), we obtain
equation ( 3) ^Jt aft4)=/iwod WY^^.
But x. J eyJ *rJ . 7WAjr, and therefore 4,_21 Jr t o	 and
,JOE re*J:Jr_%r4d
	
so that we have from equation (3), if by J^
we understanda(the variation of ! for da = 1' and du = 1 1 , equation
(4)
	 d	 C/J7 
.-Jllnl=:4ft1inaJrI4ima	 ^oilJ^jjans,
`^ q Ij^,lti'	 J71	 /r/A1/	 J6











nJO rni ^r 
-ie170 JIwE^ ^,^rrbi ^^-rit M rirlOOfA '^w^rM^^(^i t^ruuiMMruftlr^l^JINM. J4 sirs
where d.7 signifies the change in _y for da = 1' and du = 1 1 , res-
pectively.
Strictly speaking, eauations (4) and (5), as well as the equa-
tion 
^0—	
/r hold only for terrestrial magnetic elements,
which'--
r r
'- 	 are calculated according to the Gaussian theory,
since they rest on the assumption that all locations lie on one
spherical surface; for anomalous regions of the Earth's surface--
which must be considered as including the entire surface of the
Earth--these equations do not rigorously hold which has also proved













Other than the above mentioned relationships between the mag-
netic elements, which rest on a theoretical basis, none exist; 	 /64
however, simple empirical formulas between them can be set up as I
have earlier done in part.
In 1895, 1 published a treatise entitled "On the Relationship
Between the Terrestrial Magnetic Horizontal Intensity and the
Inclination, with a supplement of 25 tables, 42 pages, Saint Peters-
burg", 1)
 in which I specified simple equations, according to which we
can calculate the terrestrial magnetic horizontal intensity i%.- from
the known (observed) inclination i b and conversely, the inclination
it
 from the given horizontal intensity
	 These formulas are so
constituted that the longitude, 0, (east of Greenwich), and the lat-
itude, a, of the location to which the intensity,+ `
 and the inclin-
ation, i, belong, exert only a slight influence on the quantities to
be found,	 or ir . These formulas read:
Formula (6): t ^ d)^^-s4^+^^t-1y^ , usable for the terrestrial surface
from latitude +90 0 to +450




Formula ( 11):	 «oL,t41+0,0031fN lin^/J!;J//+^+0,000f0/lfHe611,f/I1%ttJ0
Formula (19)
	 a, .6,4t)(ttNO) +001106 AJ X4113 40 u + ^)+g0^tt/t,^N+(oitw^.u^
u signifies the angular distance of the location to which j	 I
and i belong from the astronomical North Pole, so that u3 = 90 o -	 {
since ^ denotes that the geographical latitude and u 3 is the
	 f i
h
1 In the sequel I shall, for the sake of brevity, designate this
	
1




angular distance of the observational location from the astronomical
South Pole so that u 3
 = 90 1 - ^, if the southern 'Latitude, ¢, is
not taken as a negative, but as a positive number in the calcula-
tion; u and u 3 are to be expressed in degrees and their decimal
fractions.
In formulas (16) and (19), the fractions 7/6, 1/20, 2/9, 7/5,
etc., which stand to the right of u and u 3 , are exponents of u,
5 + u 3
 and u3.
Moreover, in Treatise 1895, 1 have established the following
formulas for the terrestrial surface, lying on both sides of the
Equator between latitudes +50 0
 and -300.
Formula (20):	 zt j^tr i)	 or ja ^^ 1	 , if i is numerically
greater than 350.
Formula (37): % =1lro^ i+l.. 1 0^7 ii 	 if i is numerically smaller
than 35°, the term , J/jt,r _ • is appreciable, while for i greater than
35 0 , it vanishes. Imsr*
d




Formula (23), valid for latitudes, 0, between 0° and -601 	 /65
!'r/!,lf^RNlEl7.^^+^>jN^/fit!/ alt'- y ►l t^.^lxt/II:RI/t»(ti ^l^i^^^T'!7^'4MN/r^^ ^)t^'^►'NVllt(1{•^+1^
1
r..
In formulas (22) and (23)
	 is to be expressed in degrees and
decimal fractions of degrees and is to be taken as positive, so that
e.g., in (23) for the southern latitude -40 1 , the expression 27°-^
is not equal to 67 0 , but equals -13 0 . To facilitate the computation
ORIGINAL AG, E
OF pooR QUA'LITf
of i from T and conversely, the coefficients a, a 3 and c of the
above formulas hold for the middle of the 19th Century since they
are derived with the help of the observations of terrestrial magnet-
ism (valid for 1830) assembled by Gauss in his Atlas, and the obser-
vations assembled by Sabine (valid for 1842) and the magnetic charts
published by Neumayer (valid for 1885). 	 Both a and a 3 have declined
on the average by only 0.27 from 1836 to 1855, and c has increased
by nearly the same amount. 	 Also from the comparison of our formulas
with individual observations at different times between 1812 and
1893 (cf. the supplement of the Treatise 1885, tables (45)-(51)) it
- is easy to see that a, a 3 and b change very little. 	 Formulas (6)
and (7) have been found on the basis of the great similarity of the
isoclines	 with the lines of equal horizontal intensity, 	 near
the magnetic poles, and formula 	 (37) rests on the basis of theE
parallelism of the isoclines and the lines of equal horizontal inten-
sity,
	 Z =	 tg i.	 In	 (6),	 (7) and (37) X and ^, have little influ-
ence on the value of the magnetic elements sought, as already noted
(cf. tables for a, a3 and c in the supplement of Treatise 1895).
There are still other equations between the three elements the declinin-
" ation 6, the inclination, i, and the horizontal intensity .T , in
which as variables besides 6, 1, a,'	 the geographic longitude a (east
of Greenwich), the latitude, ^, on the contrary do not appear at all.
In order to obtain them, I have first of all used only the charts of
Prof. Neumayer which are valid for 1885.
	
With the help of those
lines of equal inclination and equal horizontal intensity which
z•
extend through all longitudes, a, from 0° to 360 1 , 1 determined the
corresponding values of 1,
	
i , 6, by obtaining first the latitude,
at which the isoclines or lines of equal 	 respectively, inter-
sect the meridians a = 0 1 , 20 1 , 40°, etc., and then I took a, ^ for
the location from the other charts according to 6, i, 	 Thus I	 I
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Since the vertical number row K to t( Me, etc., must be
	 /69
functions of the inclination, i, we obtain:
Formula (43) for the northern magnetic hemisphere, in which i
is positive
«r./_L„ -1/11tQ_,_r -
isV^L+2^,^^t `l2 lei 1 ^`. ^1^!}^ /^Vl^
The factors enclosed in parentheses and underscored involving powers
of i are logarithms, in whose place the corresponding numbers should
stand. This comment also holds for the immediately following formula
(45)•
With the values of the above table (39), I obtained the
Formula 44
K v" 310/ dw Xw	 aW MW	 t
fs .i1+141Nq ())4+))+4JJ44t03`4 	1.14 3A) -IS
-30 ^r.I,i+IL[+inILS,R+x)+>,/tiw/[Y,if2a^+l,Yti^(//l,[+3^^ 40
.ot !:-al+/tVi%(rsaA)+t,/r,Ot,»2a)+s.i++!/o[,1+3a) -of
-u !0 -/,e+t^ Lt•(4el+a)+LyN=/rta+2 +%N-( s1.f+20 .^•
-)I (x -tt+ 2 l,7an()/[+^)+ ?tii=//LZ^2u + L3.^w(/[1,1+3^) ^)I
->t	 ^=-/,3+3t,^^^^(28,3+J^^>t,Lr=(.t,^+la) alo^t•(/sxl+3^ -Yl
-5lf tf+ -/,l+y13,:^(2t,f+.`^)+^7as(-1^,Y+ta^+tfyt^^O/,^i,j^) -)if
From this we obtain for the southern magnetic hemisphere the follow-
ing formula; in this hemisphere the inclination i is negative.
Formulas (45) in which i is to be taken as a positive number.
0	 +v
w	 f
+jil ^ •f•-(-I[,y8> ~,ai.t firr^3-!=/,ol .^ - •/; . .l. tt^
+jV;f -(- !/ >4 •l it -36 >. t t1Ji=1/t> -1,/kl/)l f../[YV f +JAI
To simplify computations with the formulas (43) and (45), I have
constructed the two tables ( 4-6) and (47) which present ^r, K`!11°,ru; 7[^SL4,
with the argument i. In Table (46) the following symbols have the
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YL- /^.f!) •l t^ ^/W
^,1^^
 
44" f t ^1J 1u- o ! .4 K*d3+(^'t
Ku^ lJr(-s.J^.l s ^1 ! [I */u1 J+l-aI>4	 -ass)./ f -! L f k
6I
=/11=s0:j+^1%^/ IIVi %)+ a ►! l +r^ I[s/!^^ -^Cpf /s ))• '!1
and in (47), according to formula (45)
a W.
	 / 46&t o l,t -k)t4).i +(-r>.+P 
In Table (48) all values of ¢ and i b arepositive; 6  signifies
the observed declination, valid for 1885• In the main, it is
reduced to 1885, as are, e.g., my observations of the 24 locations,
numbers 8, 10; 13, 14, 18 to 37. d r is the declination, computed
according to (43) with the help of the observed inclination, ib.
The average of the deviations 6  - E r of formula (43) from observa-
tions is ±1.08 0 , disregarding signs, and excluding the location no.
41, which is near the magnetic North Pole, since this location
deviates too much. On the whole, formulas (43) and (45) become
inexact in the neighborhood of the magnetic poles where the declina-
tion changes very rapidly, while on the other hand, the compass
needle assumes there an easily found position, since it points every-
where toward the nearby pole--so long as there is still sufficient
directive force in the horizon.
B. The above tables (40) and (41) served for the derivation of
the equation for i as a function of T and X. For the 18 equidistant
values of i for the northern hemisphere in which i is positive, I
found:
Formula
T	 r Kw ((IJ	 .^ ^
	 rte• L[
	
I,i l sli,^Q+/,^ilis(yy,^f+^il,^^l/e(1kai3^t 0;/7ie("!0 4J.v
	 ^ '/sll,I+ I, polio (110A+.1)+I,Pds(Jlfl+t^)II,l^1^(/9/+f1J




t1i^(t16 +,^ 	 is
-•...-.,,..,,.,..i-•.awe a0i ► IA/Jtl+ftltiltf♦,/+J^; r^ 4Ji^(t0Y3+1^)i/,OA' 38443A){f (eJ'^,;+;)iih(JS6J+a)i),y/!h(;[l,J+;^{ /,/Ii^(3Gyf f^
	
31 ir sr,2+fGHti(:y,ta,^^+/i,;h^(l».4aA
	 1.4 sift 030+lAJ.
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and for the southern hemisphere, where positive and negative inclin-
ations i occur:
Formula (50)
r	 r w°1 do rP' K




Thus, we obtain, in accordance with the formulas (49), whose
vertical number rows are functions of T, for the northern magnetic
hemisphere, where i is positive
Formula (49)a
i0 f0 (7fw47-= 7af T=
♦/-. ^ .Tia^•1%e, ^ .1+^"Jii^^Lt+l^(!,!-T,^i 171J.^r,^ix:fu r?^^
Here again the factors enclosed in parentheses and underscored
are logarithms which are inserted in place of their numbers.
For the southern magnetic hemisphere the simple formica (53)
given below must be applied instead of the above formulas (5'0) while
the latter are too complicated and are very irregular with respect
to T, so that they would yield inspect results. In the auxiliary
table (49) s , which I have combined with formula (49) a in order to
facilitate computation, the symbols t o"AM", !x/01- te have the following
meaning:
rr6 ?	 ^rtl. j w°a. ►^flll^T•r .
4i	
.;al	 9
C. The horizontal intensdty, T, represented as a function of i and a
Finally, I calculated again with the observational data of the
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From these I derived the general formulas (52) and (53)
/74
For the northern magnetic hemisphere in which i is positive:
Formulas (52)
S:J,fL. r^ ,i^ it et.i f^ />e •Ge=i^`^ ^^ f (ieti.^%^ii^ar:^"'
^	 — - ^:i ^.'-^ +.^^+^l.^^/ ^e'iJ'-r •t3^I,vy1t'rJ+^.^e>1'^ ^a ^^
Al
For the southern hemisphere where i is negative. In formula
(53) 1 is to be inserted as a positive number
Formulas (53)
Ax
+ j(-t )/3 •Ge:t)^ef ftfrJl^i.iJ^x;^ft+ ^ LK /HSrJ} L r (fe',^sJlli
+ .,^^ st /ir:!/.`
 +,^iit_ -i>a e + ^lJ:i ^+:,1^}(-a o lro=J,;^^a ^l+^J^^ 	
^.
The factors in parentheses which are underscored in formulas
(52) and (53) are logarithms, which I have inserted in place
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of their numbers.
The following auxiliary table (54) givers the quantities
MIfrw j/^lNn► j^4/^^	 with the argument i and serves to facilitateJ.
the computations with formula (52) and I have set:
K sJ ^( --1 3f! ft/-11 N CI •/^! Ke  ^{ll=t^t^/e 1^r{!0 -iJt
/n i e st {!o ^t^- ^, i^ •(!/:i^ ^ ^ !/r)(le:iJ4` ^ is /le:i^t
In the auxiliary table (55) to formula (53) which follows (54), we
have:
s
M^soGs(-^xsi^ its 	 (-lsis •'il^ujhei)
i^a « eerc (^^'1f } /_c r/ lso:!)'t M4 'V1:t'?3 !o'a 'r
l^.ii^' -n c^'^{wit , rf!! _see tsi=1.1 s dal;^_ _i.i>a e
It is to be generally noted that i in all the preceding formulas
from (37) on is to be expressed in degrees and their fractions, and
it will be obtained from 'them in this form also.
Comparison of the foregoing formulas between i and T with
individual observations
Comment on the vertical Column A in the following tables (56),
(57) and (58): The inclination i t -?.s computed according to the
formula ;'/f^- n q^rlt_^/r^
	
(ib - ir ) is given in minutes, and ( Tb -
Tr) in Gaussian units of the third decimal place; the horizontal
intensity Tr is computed by means	 the formula %r rbfl4-' t'(lt-+)
(cf. the above formula (6)); finally, ib is the observed inclination
and T  is the observed horizontal intensity; it is calculated accord-
ing to the above formula (49) u , and Tr by means of formula (52) or
(53); (ib - i r ) is expressed in degrees and tenths of a degree and
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The tables published previously by me in Treatise 1895 and the
auxiliary tables (49), (54) and (55) were used in computing the
quanticies it and Tr . The column (illegible) of the seven tables
(56)-(62) indicates the year of the observation of i b and Tb.
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TABLE (57) Zone between the latitudes +60 0 and +50°
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TABLE (57) Zone between the latitudes +60 and +50 continued	 /78
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TABLE (59) zone between the latitudes +50 1 and +30° 4fi	 1
Note to Column A. i t is computed by means_of the formula tiler, (0!_
and T also by means of formula ( 20): ^.. /tr f,/.	 (T - rr ) is in
Gaussian units of the 3rd decimal	 -'►-'^^;r4,4.	
b
place in Column A.
In all the tables (56)-(62), 1 denotes the observed inclination and






TABLE (59) Zone between the latitudes +50 0 and +30 0 continued
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TABLE (61)
	 Zone between the latitudes 0 0 and -270
The signs in (61) have the same significance as in Table(60)
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The average of our seven tables (56)-(62) yields accordingly 	 /83
the following values of the columns A and B, of which the first, A,
rests on the formulas (6), (7) and (37) of my Treatise 1895 and which
I have (illegible) briefly mentioned here; the "latter, B, however,
rests on the formulas (49) a , (52), (53), newly found in the present
paper, in which formulas the latitude ^ does not appear at all,
although it is replaced to a certain extent by the inclination i.
Mean deviations between observation and computation according
to the formulas:
Col I Col ..a Col . ,,r Col.
14-,1 (11.4)TABLE TABIE (t^ 0,00 0,03t
Qn7 /0 17 (17) gN1 1,131
s (!OI S3 tO •	 1101 I,OSt GOyl
iaverage t tl,I = XV • A 0067 0,014
average ±*,Off SO,9SI •	 .
On the average, the inclination i is obtained somewhat more pre-
cisely in accordance with the new formula (.49)a , than in accordance
with the formulas (6), (7) and (37), previously obtained by me; the
horizontal intensity T on the contrary discloses, according to the
new formulas (52) and (53), somewhat larger deviations (T b - Tr)
than accr, ding to the previous formulas (6), (7) and (37).
However, when at a location either only i b or only T  is observed,
and we wish to compute the missing T or i in accordance with my for-
mulas, we can determine the latter much more exactly than, in accord-
ance with the values (i b - ir ) = ±29.3' or = +22.5' and (Tb - Tr)
_ +0.045 or = +0.058 Gaussian units 	 This is to be _xpected since, as can
be seer_ from Tables (56)-(62), the corrections to the formula values
(ib - i r ) and (T,b - Tr ) are in most instances not of a chance kind,
but change systematically from place to place on the Earth's surface.
In order namely to obtain i and T as exactly as possible for a definite







mentioned, and correct the values thus obtained, i t or Tr , by the
quantity (ib - i r ) or (T b - Tr ), which are either interpolated from
our Tables (56)-(62) for the location n, or else are found with the
help of specially computed neighboring locations, whose i b and T 
are known. The same correction procedure can be applied in connect-
ion with the exact computation of the magnetic declination T, in
accordance with the formulas (43) and (45).
In Tables (60)-(62), many values of (ib - i r ) are missing--due
to their uncertainty--while for lower latitudes we can indeed derive
T from i, but not i from T with some precision with the help of the
formulas.
The (illegible) changes of the factors a, a 3 and c of the above /84
formulas are very slight, as already mentioned.
In order also to obtain the degree of temporal change in the
formulas (51), I have used the Tables (10) and (11) published in the
supplement to Treatise 1895 which are borrowed from the works of
Sabine, and then I have obtained by means of graphical representa-
tions the below Table (63) for the horizontal intensity T. After
converting the entire intensity given by Sabine in English units
into Gaussian units, and multiplying the results by the cosine of
the intensity, I entered as ordinates on a separate page for each
longitude a = 0°, 30°, 60 1 , etc., the inclination i of the mentioned
Table (10) and the horizontal intensities T which belonged to the same
longitude as i, while the latitude ^ formed the common abscissa for
the two curves i and T. Thus I obtained 12 pairs corresponding to
the curves for i and T, and was able accordingly to set up easily
the Table (63) of the values T, whose arguments are i and the longi-
tude X.
c•
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From this T have derived the following formulas:
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Formulas (64) continued
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These equations which are valid for 1842, are almost the same
as those I have derived for 1885 with the help of Neumayer's charts
(cf. formulas (51)); in particular, the first term of the right side,
the principal term, agrees very well. If we wanted now
to set up a formula in which only the three magnetic elements 6, 1
and T appeared as variables, then we would have to either eliminate
X from the equations (43), (49) a , (52), (53) which are respectively
of the form 6 = F(i, a), i = f(T, a) and T = g(i, a) (where F, f and
g are function symbols), or directly derive such a connection
between 6, 1 and T from the data of the above Tables (38)-(41). In
the first case, it would be necessary in order tc eliminate a to
expand sina, cosa, sin2a, etc., in powers of a, according to the
familiar sine and cosine series, and we would, if we would content
ourselves with a rough approximation, and e.g., wanted to break off
with the 7th, respectively the 6th power of 1 , obtain ambi-
guous functions; in the second case, however, in order to find the
Bessel sine series, we could successfully set no other argument in
place of a, neither d, nor i, nor T, as can easily be seen from the
above Tables (38)-(41). That, corresponding to the functions
f(6 3 X,	 0, F(i, X,	 0, g (T,	 0, no function
F(6 5 i, T) = 0, valid generally for the Earth's surface can be found,
is clear without further ado from the magnetic charts (e.g., those
of Gauss and Weber) since two of the line systems with equal 6, 1,
T cannot replace the astronomical. meridiari7 and parallel circles as
coordinates due to their c;bmp1!cated course.
Hence, we must forego an equation, valid for the entire terres-
trial surface,-. which represents the connection between the three








Page 10. In the formula for P T the factor sinu is not clearly
lithographed.
Page 26. h4.4 = +0.0103 and h 5 ' _ +0.0132 not .clearly lithographed.
Page 27. Instead of "excluding the ... 48 values..." read:
"Excluding the 15 coefficients g 7 ' m
 and h4.m or PVI and
the two coefficients g6.6, h6.4, I have with the help of
the remaining 46 values..."
Page 29. Horizontal row u = 170°, M 3 = 0.004; lithography unclear.
Page 32. For u = 95 1
 and
Page 51. Comment, next to
is to read: "we
from 6, 1, T, if
(30), (31) and (
= 247.5, X = +3.416 is unclear.
the last row: T = 200 unclear; last row
must form therefore the sum G - A + a
A represents the values in the Tables
32),It
1
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